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Every year, thousands of farmers 
trek to the Farm Progress Show and 
Husker Harvest Days in search of the 

latest in farm technology. At the same time, 
editors from Farm Progress — owners 
of both shows — scour the show sites 
in search of new products. And we find 
dozens in our pursuit.

While we don’t find them all, what you 
have here is a collection of nearly 200 prod-
ucts with contact information and website 
access you can use to help find the right 
products for your farm. 

We know that nothing beats a personal 
trip to a major farm show, and we love 
having you. Count this as a kind of “wrap-
up” from a big year and use it as a year-long 
reference before you join us next year.

The Farm Progress Show returns to 
Decatur, Ill., Aug. 27-29, 2013. And Husker 
Harvest Days will be held near Grand 
Island, Neb., Sept. 10-12, 2013. We’ll be 
looking for you there.

Thanks for reading. 

Willie Vogt
Editorial Director, Farm Progress

Piling on the Products
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Row-by-row 
control
Obtaining proper down force will 

no longer require adjusting an 
entire planter unit. Rather, make split-
second decisions for every row. Still 
in the beta-testing phase, the 20/20 
DeltaForce system uses weight sen-
sors and hydraulic cylinders on each 
row to react to changing soil condi-
tions. it takes control of every row and 
applies the right down force to achieve 
consistent seed depth. it will be avail-
able for Deere, Kinze and CnH plant-
ers. a limited number will be in the 
field in 2013. Call Precision Planting, 
tremont, ill., at 309-925-5050,  
www.precisionplanting.com.

Pumping power
tHe patent is still pending on a new design by nuhn Header Series Pumps that 

combines faster manure pumping rates and greater energy efficiency. three 
exit pipes in the housing unit, along with a large fan, increase the speed liquid 
exits the pit, while reducing power and fuel requirements. the pump can transfer 
7,000 gallons per minute with the tractor at 150 horsepower. between idle and 
650 rpm, it still pumps up to 4,000 gallons per minute. Call nuhn industries LtD, 
Stratford, Ontario, Canada, at 877-837-7323, www.nuhn.ca.

One-man 
post driving
DRive posts from the cab 

of skid-steer loaders 
using the Danuser Hammer. 
it works on everything from 
t-posts to railroad ties. You 
don’t even need another 
person on the ground to posi-
tion bigger posts. Do it from 
your skid-steer cab. the 
Hammer is equipped with a 
grappler that grips posts of 
many shapes and sizes. a tilt 
option allows you to tilt posts 
as much as 20 degrees. 
no extra hydraulic power is 
needed since the Hammer 
drives fence posts with a 500-
pound weight. base list price 
is $7,495. Contact Danuser, 
Fulton, Mo., at 573-643-2246, 
www.danuser.com. 

versatile unveils new combine
veRSatiLe has a new combine for the U.S. market. it’s a 490-horsepower 

Class viii machine made in Russia by versatile’s parent company and as-
sembled in Winnipeg, Canada. the Rt490 is designed to be rugged, reliable 
and simple to maintain and service. it has a Cummins 11.9L engine and a rotary 
threshing system different from U.S. combines. a 360-degree concave wraps 
around a large rotor and rotates in the opposite direction of the rotor. grain is 
threshed three times in each rotation. base list price: $389,000. Contact versatile, 
Winnipeg, Canada, at 204-661-8711, www.versatile-ag.com.

Editors pick favorite new products
by FP sTAFF

F Arm Progress editors combed shows this fall, looking for new products. They were 
easy to find — many companies are bringing new models and concepts to market.

The hard part was identifying ones that caught our eye and became our fa-
vorites. Farm Progress editors on the prowl included Tom J. Bechman, Josh Flint, Lon 
Tonneson and mindy Ward.

New-ProducT TeAm: Farm Progress editors scouring the grounds at farm shows 
for new products included (left to right) Lon tonneson, tom bechman and Josh Flint, 
plus Mindy Ward (center). the team uncovered nearly 200 new or updated products.

Mindy’s mavericks

Tonneson’s top picks
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Starter fertilizer goes high-tech
YOU can still use sight gauges if you want to make sure row starter is flowing 

out to each row. Or you can use a new, high-tech agexcelerator gX7SMS 
solution from Schaffert. this electronic monitor displays what’s happening in each 
row. if fertilizer isn’t delivered, that row turns red in color. Since it’s connected to 
gPS coordinates, you can build a record of fertilizer application time and condi-
tions for better recordkeeping. List price: about $800 per row. Call Schaffert, 
indianola, neb., at 800-382-260, or visit www.schaffert.com. 

Feeding bales just got easier
SOMetiMeS an eye-catching new product revolutionizes the way you farm. 

Other times, the product has a neat little tweak that prompts you to wonder 
“Why didn’t i think of that?” Keltec’s bale Slice falls into the latter category. it 
mounts on any standard skid-steer loader, and lifts and splits 5-by-6-foot and 
4-by-5-foot round bales with ease. Here’s the cool part. it also removes plastic 
wrap. also, the bottom-up cutting design means you don’t lose silage to plastic 
wrap. the 4-by-5-foot bale Slice retails for $6,995. the 5-by-6-foot model sells for 
$7,495. Show-Me Shortline, Centralia, Mo., is the U.S. retailer for Keltec, Limerick, 
ireland. Call 866-682-5514, or go online to www.showmeshortline.com. 

Cover crop dream 
tHiS product from gandy is so new it hasn’t been thoroughly put to the test 

yet. Spokespeople say they made it after a farmer rigged up his own spreader 
to seed cover crops off his head while combining a year ago. He asked them to 
come up with something more efficient, and this is it. it will mount on the combine 
head and seed cover crops as you combine, getting a jump on seeding date. it’s 
powered by a 12-bolt electric motor and handles annual ryegrass, rye, forage 
radishes and other cover crop seed. Reach gandy, Owatonna, Minn., at 800-443-
2476, www.gandy.net.  

Corn harvest evolved
geRingHOFF’S independence corn head promises to revolutionize harvest-

ing. U.S. sales manager bill Howard says it will harvest corn at any row width. 
Currently in the conceptual stage, 2012 will be the first year it’s tested in the 
U.S. geringhoff expects a 2015 release. it’s been tested extensively in europe, 
Howard says. the trick is in the rotating knives and gathering wheels, which fa-
cilitate smooth and stable feeding regardless of row width. the head can also run 
across rows. Pricing information is not yet available. U.S. marketing is handled by 
aemsco, Minot, n.D. Call 701-852-1876. For information on the independence 
head, visit www.geringhoff.com.

Bechman’s beautiesFlint’s favorites

Editors pick favorite new products
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new v-till tools 
tHe new 6631 Split-Wing vertical 

tillage tools from Sunflower come 
in two models: a 35-foot and a 40-
foot. Sunflower’s Saber blades slice 
through heavy crop residue, sizing 
and mixing it with soil. the ratio of soil 
to residue is determined by the op-
erating depth of the tool. each Saber 
blade has 25 flutes that are specially 
designed to fracture and lift the soil. 
the scalloped edge of the Saber 
blade maintains a very effective cut-
ting edge as the blade ages, eliminat-
ing the need to grind or roll the blade 
mechanically to restore performance. 
both models require approximately 8 
to 10 horsepower per foot of cut. the 
35-foot 6631 Split-Wing retails for 
$90,242. visit www.sunflowermfg.com 
for more info. Sunflower is an agco 
company.

Renaming the 
machinery line
SaLFORD made a switch this year 

to a different numbering scheme 
for its tools. the goal was so that cus-
tomers and dealers could talk about 
various machine possibilities with less 
confusion, Salford reps say. Salford 
still makes its original vertical tillage 
tool designed to mix residue and soil, 
but leave a maximum amount of resi-
due on the surface. it’s now renamed 
the Salford i-1100 tool. Call Salford, 
Osceola, iowa, at 866-442-1293, or 
see www.salfordmachine.com. 

Move more dirt
iF you like vertical tillage but like the option of moving more dirt when you want 

to, check out the Salford i-5100 tool. Company representatives describe it as 
super-heavy-duty. You can leave residue if you like, and you can still drive 8 to 
10 mph or even faster, depending upon how much residue you want to leave. 
Count on needing 10 to 12 horsepower per foot. the model shown is 24 feet. 
List price is $2,800 per foot. Call Salford, Osceola, iowa, 866-442-1293, or see 
www.salfordmachine.com.

by FP sTAFF

From bigger versions of existing 
vertical-tillage tools to tools that 
are more aggressive, companies are 

expanding their offerings for people who 
want to do some tillage, but not that much. 
You may want to do more at some times 
than others, and these tools offer that flex-
ibility. 

If one or more of these tools might fit 
your farm, follow up with the contact in-
formation provided. 

New tools for limited-tillage market
WHAT’S new 
from the shows

vertical tillage 
tHe new five-section, 40-foot 

turbo-Max is great Plains 
Manufacturing’s widest vertical-tillage 
tool. With 7½-inch diameter disks and 
hydraulically adjustable gang angles, 
the new turbo-Max model works in a 
vertical plane. through all aspects of 
the operation, it provides aggressive 
ground leveling and weed removal, 
enhanced residue sizing and superior 
residue coverage. List price: $76,000. 
Contact great Plains Manufacturing, 
Salina, Kan., at 800-255-0132, or see 
www.greatplainsmfg.com.

new ripper 
model 
SUnFLOWeR Manufacturing’s 

4710 in-Line Ripper is a new of-
fering for the tillage company.  
these tools are built for challenging 
soil and residue conditions. the 4700 
Series is built on a solid frame with 
heavy-duty shanks designed to pen-
etrate heavily compacted soils deeply, 
and when equipped with the optional 
coulter blades, slicing through tough 
crop residue easily to maximize crop-
yield potential. the 4710 comes in 
four different versions: five, seven, 
eight or 12 shanks. the seven-shank 
model retails for $21,647. visit  
www.sunflowermfg.com for more info. 
Sunflower is an agco company.

twister does 
vertical tillage
tHe Mandako agri twister can till 

up a storm. this vertical tillage tool 
has an independent coulter bar system 
that allows the operator to change the 
coulter penetration angle from 0 to 9 
degrees, making it possible to reach 
a tillage depth of up to 6 inches on 
the fly. it has 6,000-pound greaseable 
spindles with double-sealed, tapered 
bearings. You can use ½-, ¾- or 
1-inch wavy 18-inch-diameter disks. 
Rolling baskets, a spring-tine harrow, 
a two-bar mounted harrow or a rotary 
harrow are options for ground level-
ing. base list price: $2,100 per foot. 
Contact Mandako agri, Plum Coulee, 
Manitoba, Canada, at 204-829-3092, 
or see www.mandakoagri.com.

Wider tool for 
vertical tillage
get across the field faster with the 

Kuhn Krause 40-foot excelerator 
vertical tillage tool. this wider version 
still features excalibur blades with 
scalloped edges. the gang setting is 
adjustable from 1 to 5 degrees, and a 
hydraulic adjustment option is avail-
able. allow 10 horsepower per foot to 
pull the tool. the Star Wheel harrow 
option provides good vertical blend-
ing. List price as shown: $114,000. 
Contact Kuhn north america, inc., 
brodhead, Wis., 608-897-2131, or 
see www.krauseco.com. 
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Double grain  
vac capacity
DOUbLe your grain vacuuming 

capacity with the new 7614 DLX 
twin blower agri-vac from Walinga. 
it has two no. 614 Super Chrome 
positive displacement Walinga blow-
ers. Rated capacity is 5,000 bushels 
of corn and barley per hour, 4,500 
bushels of wheat per hour and 4,000 
bushels of soybeans per hour. the 
required horsepower is 140 hp. base 
list price: $48,700. Contact Walinga, 
Fergus, Ontario, Canada, at 519-787-
8227, or see www.walinga.com.

Self-propelled 
conveyor
ManY things that you used to 

pull and push on the farm are 
becoming self-propelled — and now 
add conveyors to that list. Universal 
industries has an attachment for con-
veyors that allows you to walk beside 
a conveyor and drive it into posi-
tion. a 20-hp, v-twin Honda engine 
powers the drive wheels. You control 
the conveyor with hand levers and 
a joystick. the speed ranges from 
creeping to a brisk walk. Several 
safety features prevent the conveyor 
from moving while the belt is turn-
ing. base list price: $22,600. Contact 
Universal industries, Cedar Falls, 
iowa, at 800-311-9626, or see  
www.universalindustries.com.

belts offer gentle 
handling 
HaRveSt international has of-

ficially entered the belt auger 
business with the tC 1542 conveyor 
series. this series of belt conveyors 
is gentler on seed and quieter com-
pared to the company’s traditional 
series of grain augers. the tC 1542 
features a 15-inch-wide belt and is  
42 feet long. it will deliver 3,600 
bushels of corn per hour. Retail price: 
$9,500 for 42-foot model pictured. 
Contact Harvest international, Storm 
Lake, iowa, at 888-218-5373, or see 
www.harvestauger.com.

going higher
gRain handling equipment is 

getting larger, so conveyors are 
keeping pace. Meridian has added a 
75-foot Scissor Lift 10-inch tube con-
veyor to its product line. Company 
representatives say the company, 
having manufactured grain handling 
equipment for more than 60 years, 
found a need for larger equipment 
for the expanding farming operation. 
the larger conveyor still offers the 
patented Meridian cross-cleated belt 
that handles commodities gently. 
Meridian is distributed in the U.S. 
from Storm Lake, iowa. For more in-
formation, call 800-437-2334, or see 
www.meridianmfg.com.

Power Swing 
hopper
UnLOaD grain trucks faster and 

more easily with Westfield’s new 
Power Swing hopper. it’s available 
with hydraulic or electric drive. With 
the electric drive, you won’t have to 
start up a tractor to move the auger. 
all you need to do is push a remote-
control button to move the hopper. 
the electric version has a heavy-duty 
12-volt motor, a large easy-grip top 
wind jack to adjust wheel traction, 
and large lug tires for positive trac-
tion. base list price: $2,200. Contact 
Westfield, Rosenort, Manitoba, 
Canada, at 866-467-7207, or see 
www.grainaugers.com.

auger add-on 
WiSH your auger had a remote-

control hopper? Check out 
Lloyd and Meredith’s new remote-
control hopper mover. it can be 
added onto any auger system, and 
comes standard with dual-drive 
motors, a work light and two re-
motes. the remote-control system is 
powered by a 12-volt power source. 
Contact Lloyd and Meredith, atlantic, 
iowa, at 712-243-5520, or see  
www.lloydandmeredith.com. 

Remote drive
nO more manual moving of augers. 

With a flip-phone-like remote 
control, farmers can move augers 
into place by pressing a button. 
Hutchinson/Mayrath’s Remote 12vDC 
electric Drive Kit works with augers 
ranging in size from 8-inch to 13-inch. 
the Smartransmitter allows for the 
remote-control movement; however, 
there is also a manual control for the 
wheel motor. Hutchinson/Mayrath is a 
division of global industries, which is 
based in Clay Center, Kan. For more 
information call 800-523-6993 or see 
www.hutchinson-mayrath.com.

Park once,  
unload twice
DeSigneD with convenience and 

safety in mind, Cardinal’s Super 
Swing away augers allows farmers 
to reach two trailer hoppers without 
leaving the tractor cab. the proto-
type, currently in production, allows 
the operator to fold the hopper at its 
joint. then, using the remote control, 
the hopper an rolls under the semi 
without relocating the trailer. Once 
finished emptying the first hopper, the 
hopper can rolls under the second 
hopper. Pricing will be determined 
after production. Cardinal is based in 
Columbia City, ind. For more informa-
tion call 260-244-4654 or see  
www.cardinalfarm.com.

by FP sTAFF

GrAIN augers have been around for a 
long time. New ones have improved 
features; plus, there are advances 

that make augers easier to use.
Here’s a look at what editors discovered 

that could help you around the grain han-
dling center.

New ways to move and manage grain
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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by FP sTAFF

EDITorS found everything from com-
panies making brand-new bins to 
products of a more technical nature 

that should make your life at the grain han-
dling center safer and easier. See which 
one of these products might fit your needs.

To learn more about the product of 
your choice, use the contact information 
provided with each product. 

Make life around grain bins easier, safer
WHAT’S new 
from the shows

a serious bin sweep 
SiOUX Steel’s Daay bin Paddle Sweep is a commercial bin sweep with some 

real power. Rather than a traditional auger, this sweep uses flexible rubber 
paddles for a zero-entry, complete cleanout setup. the housing is made out of 
10-gauge steel. Sweeps 30 feet and shorter are equipped with dual drives; larger 
models feature triple drives. the bin paddle sweep can be manufactured for 
15-foot diameter bins up to 105-foot diameter bins. the 15-foot sweeps start at 
$12,000. Contact Sioux Steel, Sioux Falls, S.D., at 800-557-4689, or see  
www.siouxsteel.com.

Convenient 
intake hopper
DOn’t mess with plastic hoppers 

anymore — Westfield has a new 
steel intake hopper for unloading bins. 
it is available in 8-, 10- and 13-inch 
models. the hopper has a wear-edge 
flight in the hopper, a tapered transition 
neck for auger intake, easy clean-out 
via a removable access plate, a tow 
hitch, and a fixed-position stabilizer 
bar. an optional wheel kit is available. 
base list price: $924 for the 13-inch 
model. Contact Westfield, Rosenort, 
Manitoba, Canada, at 866-467-7207, 
or see www.grainaugers.com.

Dual-arm bin 
sweep 
WitH LeMar industries’ Maverik 

HtF (hydraulic twin flow) com-
mercial bin sweep, you can add more 
capacity without going to a larger 
sweep; just add another arm. that’s 
right, the Maverik comes in a single- 
or dual-arm model. the sweeps 
can fit bins from 36-foot to 105-foot 
diameters. Retrofitting is easy, as 
each Maverik fits through any stan-
dard 24-inch-diameter bin door. the 
smaller single-arm Maverik starts at 
$17,000. Dual-arm models can range 
up to $62,800. Contact LeMar, Des 
Moines, iowa, at 515-266-7264, or 
see www.lemarindustries.com. 

Creating a 
catwalk
eCLiPSe tower & Catwalk 

Solutions is bringing strong, safe 
handling support systems to the farm. 
Using galvanized steel, the com-
pany creates a system that offers a 
maximum tower height of 82 feet and 
conveyor support systems of up to 
40 feet of clear span, or 80 feet with 
center support. in addition, the com-
pany offers platforms, ladders and 
cages to meet individual farm needs. 
eclipse is offered by Sentinel building 
Systems, based in albion, neb. For 
more information, call 402-395-5076, 
or see www.sentinelbuildings.com.

Hopper bins  
from Sioux Steel 
SiOUX Steel is now manufactur-

ing hopper bins. its lineup ranges 
from 18 feet to 36 feet in diameter. 
that’s a bushel-capacity range from 
8,000 to 52,000. Sioux Steel is able to 
achieve such high capacities by erect-
ing bins up to 14 rings high. the bins 
are stiffened with a 45-degree cone 
and an 18-inch slide valve with rack-
and-pinion gate control. Pricing runs 
$14,000 up to $70,000. Contact Sioux 
Steel, Sioux Falls, S.D., at 800-557-
4689, or see www.siouxsteel.com.

no-entry sweep
bUiLt to remain in the grain bin, 

the nexgen Commercial Sweep 
is one way farmers can clean their 
bins without entry. the product, from 
Hutchinson/Mayrath, a division of 
global industries, is designed to 
adapt to bin diameters from 41 feet 
to 156 feet. the control box, mounted 
on the outside of the bin, allows for 
both automatic and manual control 
during operation. the center well is 
designed with a heavier model gear-
box, clutch and drive components. 
the four drive wheels on the sweep 
tractor keep the commodities moving. 
global industries is based in Clay 
Center, Kan. For more information, 
call 800-523-6993, or see  
www.hutchinson-mayrath.com.

easy-move grain 
distributor head
YOU want to switch bins for the load 

of corn you just brought in to the 
grain center. With the new distributor 
from Creamer, it’s easier on you to 
switch from bin to bin. the short spout 
inside the distributor at the top of the 
leg lifts as it moves, so you don’t have 
to do the lifting. Sizes are available for 
heads with four to 12 outlet spouts. 
Price depends upon size of distributor 
head. Call Creamer Metal Products 
inc., London, Ohio, at 800-362-1603, 
or see www.creamermetal.com.
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grain dump
aFteR years in the livestock and trailer markets, CornPro has ventured into the grain industry. its new grain dump trailer, 

the Dg-16 DO grain, can hold 11.7 tons of product. the 96-inch-by-16-inch box has 40-inch-tall sidewalls. the rear gate 
opens three different ways: as a sliding grain door, spreader gate or barn door. it is available in five colors. Cost for the grain 
dump is $11,700. For more information and to find a dealer, visit www.cornpro.com.

Minimize time 
weighing in 
loads
SCaLetRaC software from 

vertical Software is all about in-
tegrating the weighing process when 
you unload at your grain center on 
the farm. there are three Scaletrac 
levels, each more advanced than the 
previous one, so you can stay basic 
or add as many features as you want. 
You can calculate drying charges and 
discounts, and generate landlord set-
tlement sheets. Call vertical Software 
inc., bartonville, ill., at 309-633-0700, 
or see www.verticalsoftware.net. 

Push-button  
truck tarp
KnOW how electric car windows 

work? You get the same kind of 
control of truck tarps with the new 
electric thunder Power tarp system. 
You can open and close the thunder 
Power tarp with one touch of a 
button, and you don’t have to keep 
your finger on the button until the tarp 
is completely open or closed. the 
tarp will stop automatically, which 
prevents the electric motor from burn-
ing out. base list price: $1,850. a 
conversion kit is also available for the 
3500 Roll-Rite gt Series tarp sys-
tems. the kit’s base list price: $450. 
Contact thunderstone Manufacturing, 
Lincoln, neb., at 402-435-4249, or 
see www.thunderstonemfg.com.

tie shipping scales to bookkeeping
iF you’re operating on a large scale or running an ag business, agPoint software 

from vertical Software may make your life less complicated. it will work with 
grain, feed, fertilizer or whatever commodity you have, to haul, weigh and track. 
if you have enough vehicles, this software will help you track them wherever they 
are. it can also keep a general ledger and do check reconciliation. Call vertical 
Software, bartonville, ill., at 309-633-0700, or see www.verticalsoftware.net. 

Perfect position
SiRenS squealing and lights flick-

ering signal that the semitrailer 
is over the grain dump. a new device 
from S.i. Distributing inc. speeds up 
the grain transfer process. a piece 
of reflective tape is mounted on the 
grain truck. as it moves forward, 
the sensor picks up the strip, and a 
90-decibel alarm and LeD light signal 
the exact stopping position. the Sure 
Stop can be mounted on a tripod for 
portability or permanently on the grain 
dump. Cost of the device is $595. S.i. 
Distributors inc. is in Spencerville, 
Ohio. For more information call 800-
368-7773, or see www.sidist.com.

by FP sTAFF

THErE may not have been as much 
grain to move and handle this year as 
in normal years, but everyone hopes 

2012 will soon be a distant memory. The 
ag industry looks forward to better crops 
in 2013.

make sure you’re equipped to haul and 
move grain efficiently in a normal year. 
Check out these products. 

Move grain easily with these new products
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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extreme narrow rows 
WORKing in conjunction with Stine Seed Co., Calmer Corn Heads is taking 

narrow rows to a new extreme. Calmer’s 12-inch-row corn head will allow 
corn growers to push plant populations well past 40,000 seeds per acre while 
maintaining adequate space. according to Jonnie Claeys, a product specialist 
with Calmer, the 12-inch corn head will retail for around $7,500 per row. For more 
information, contact Calmer Corn Heads, alpha, ill., at 309-629-9000, or see 
www.calmercornheads.com.

Redesigned 
combine series 
CHaLLengeR’S 500C Series 

combines have a lot of new 
features for the 2012 season. the 
biggest change is the move to agco 
Power’s new 9.8-liter diesel engine. 
both the 540 (class vii) and 560 
(class viii) feature the engine. the 
540 comes with 370 hp; the 560 has 
460 hp. both are equipped with a 
350-bushel hopper. the 540C models 
start at $385,000. as equipped in 
the photo, the 540C’s manufacturer’s 
suggested retail price is $421,575. 
Challenger is an agco company. visit 
www.challenger-ag.us for more info.

Fold it up and 
move it out 
SOOn folding will be an available 

option for every corn head from 
Fantini north america. the folding 
capability was introduced last year. 
this year, it’s available on the  
company’s 16-row models. Fantini 
heads come equipped with stalk 
choppers, which can be switched off 
using a single wrench. each chop-
per is driven by a gearbox connected 
directly to the row units. the folding 
option adds about $10,000 to the 
price tag, depending on head width. 
Contact Fantini north america, Le 
Center, Minn., 507-357-2341 or see 
www.fantininorthamerica.net. 

Creature 
comforts
MORe comfort and more conve-

nience mark the introduction of 
the Case iH 2013 axial-Flow combine 
models. the cab is completely rede-
signed, with more room and more 
features, including a multifunction pro-
pulsion handle redesigned so controls 
are within fingers’ reach. Use that 
handle to operate the exclusive pivot-
ing grain spout, which adjusts the flow 
of grain up to 3 feet. new auger op-
tions include a 28-foot, 9-inch auger 
that folds on a 90-degree angle, and 
a 34-foot auger that folds at a 135-
degree angle. Contact your dealer or 
visit www.caseih.com.

Convenient header cart 
nDY Manufacturing has designed a monster combine head cart for up to 36-foot-wide heads. and they’re so big, you don’t 

need to remove the stalk stompers. according to nDY, this saves around 17 minutes of time when moving the head. the 
cart comes standard with 7,000-pound axles. the base model can handle 32-foot headers and retails for $11,900. For an-
other $1,400, you can add the extension kit and move 36-foot headers. Contact nDY Manufacturing, bonfield, ill., at 815-426-
2330, or see www.ndymfg.com.

by FP sTAFF

ComPANIES continue to make com-
bines bigger, better and easier to op-
erate. The heads and head products 

that go with them follow along the same 
line. If you’re ready for a major upgrade, 
check out these offerings.

You can learn more at your local dealer, 
or by using the information provided.

Combines and heads ready for the field
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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More flotation
iF you’re looking for a durable tire 

to run on a big bulk spreader unit 
or semi-tractor, the alliance Flotation 
382 tire may be for you. it’s an all-
steel-belted radial designed specifi-
cally for fertilizer rigs and big trucks. 
it’s approved by the Department of 
transportation for highway use, and 
rated for speeds up to 62 mph. it also 
performs well on manure tanks and 
fertilizer spreader boxes in the field. 
Call alliance tires americas inc., 
Wakefield, Mass., at 800-343-3276, 
or see www.atgtire.com.

Self-cleaning 
tread
KeeP dirt in the field and don’t 

bring it onto the road on rubber 
tracks with YieldMaster tracks. the 
design of the tread bar makes these 
tracks self-cleaning, company rep-
resentatives say. the company also 
claims to have incorporated the 
strongest steel cable in the industry 
in these tracks. there is a complete 
range of tracks for all makes of trac-
tors on the market. Contact Ken 
Jones of Maxtrax, 419-531-8664, or 
see yieldmastertrack.com.

Low-pressure 
tire
aLLianCe introduces the 354 

radial tractor tire to its lineup. 
this steel-belted radial is designed 
for increased flex. in fact, company 
representatives say it can carry the 
same weight of competitive tires with 
20% less air pressure. that makes 
it a better option to help prevent soil 
compaction, and should add to tire 
life. Price varies depending upon size 
required. Call alliance tires americas 
inc., Wakefield, Mass., at 800-343-
3276, or see www.atgtire.com.

Just add the tractor!
HeRe’S a new tire from titan tire made specifically for tractors. it features the 

new flex technology that provides more flex to the tire. the move toward this 
technology coincides with the desire to produce tires farmers can run at lower 
pressures, to minimize soil compaction. the trick is that these tires must still hold 
up for long life. Price varies with exact size of tire. Call titan tire Corp. , part of 
titan international, Quincy, ill., at 217-228-6011, or see www.titan-intl.com.   

new tire models 
tReLLebORg revealed several new tire sizes in 2012. the narrow-series 

tM100 now comes in a 380/90R50 ($2,561) and 380/90R54 ($2,800). the 
tM600 series for drive wheels comes in a 520/85R46 ($3,196) and 480/80R50 
($3,589). the tM900 high-power series is adding one new size: a 900/60R42 
($7,956, pictured). all prices are manufacturer’s suggested retail prices on a 
per-tire basis. Contact trelleborg, Fairlawn, Ohio, at 866-633-8473, or see  
www.trelleborg.com/wheelsystems_us. 

by FP sTAFF

THE tires you can buy today certainly 
aren’t your grandfather’s tires. They 
have more flex and operate on lower 

air pressure. The benefits can pay off in 
your operation.

Here are some of the newest addi-
tions companies are offering for the farm 
market.

Tires built for today’s farming
WHAT’S new 
from the shows

narrow tire  
for sprayers
HeRe’S a new tire from titan built 

specifically for self-propelled 
sprayers. this tire features technol-
ogy that allows it to have more flex 
than tires made in the past. the 
goal is being able to run at lower air 
pressures and still deliver a tire that 
performs well over a long period of 
time and a wide range of conditions. 
Call titan tire Corp., part of titan 
international, Quincy, ill., at 217-228-
6011, or see www.titan-intl.com.
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big grain-cart 
payload
CaRRY up to 2,000 bushels of 

grain through the field with con-
fidence with the Haul Master grain 
cart from elmer’s Manufacturing. the 
large frame cart comes in 1,300-, 
1,600- and 2,000-bushel models. it 
has a low center of gravity and runs 
on 36-inch-wide-by-378-inch-long 
custom tracks, the longest in the 
industry, according to the company. 
the track system has a full-width 
idler, special casted end wheels and 
pivoting mid-rollers to help distribute 
the load and minimize soil compac-
tion. grain can be unloaded quickly 
from the cart. a horizontal drag auger 
driven by multistrand v-belts force-
feeds the vertical unloading auger. 
See-through windows on the front 
and rear of the cart allow the operator 
to see vehicles coming up behind the 
cart on the road. base list price for 
the 1600 model: $130,000. Contact 
elmer’s Manufacturing, altona, 
Manitoba, Canada, at 204-324-6263, 
or see www.elmersmfg.com.

electric door  
on grain wagon
tHe brent 57Q Series grain train 

wagon’s unloading door opens 
and closes at the push of a button. 
electric rocker switches are located 
at the front and rear on the unload-
ing side of the wagon for convenient 
operation. a remote-control feature 
allows you to open and close the door 
from the tractor, too. the standard 
hydraulically operated unloading door 
has a large opening. the wagon can 
be dumped in as little as 60 seconds. 
base list price: $24,150. Contact 
Unverferth Manufacturing Company 
inc., Kalida, Ohio, at 800-322-6301, 
or see www.unverferth.com.

brandt grain cart 
ups capacity
tHe new brandt grainCart 1322XR 

combines the extra reach that 
brandt is known for with a 1,300-
bushel tank and a 22-inch HP auger 
for unloading speeds of up to 620 
bushels per minute. the fully adjust-
able discharge spout is 34 inches 
closer to the tractor cab than previous 
models for increased visibility while 
unloading. the adjustable walking-
beam axle system has three different 
width positions, enabling the cart to 
fit between crop rows while evenly 
distributing weight. the tank has 
no ledges or other catch points for 
simple and quick cleanout, Contact 
brandt agricultural Products, Regina, 
Saskatchewan, Canada, at 1-866-
4bRanDt, or see www.brandt.ca.

Handy door on grain wagon
enJOY convenience and safety with the new brent 57Q Series grain train 

wagon. it has a unique dual-position door wheel that makes it possible to 
open the wagon’s unloading door from the left or right side of the auger in sec-
onds, without having to step over the hopper or duck under the auger. it also has 
front torsion suspension and rear load-equalizing suspension for a quiet ride, 
whether empty or full. base list price: $23,200. Contact Unverferth Manufacturing 
Company inc., Kalida, Ohio, at 800-322-6301, or see www.unverferth.com.

Power wheels of grain cart
PUt power to your grain-cart wheels with the new Mud Hog hydraulic pow-

ered axles from terra Drive Systems. the axle will put 105 hp to the ground, 
making it possible for the grain cart to go wherever the combine goes. the power 
axle will help you climb hills and stay on slippery side hills. You’ll also reduce the 
depth of the ruts in wet fields. the axle needs a 60 gpm hydraulic system and at 
least 3,000 psi. Mud Hog grain-cart axles are currently available for J&M 1000, 
1050, 1051, 1150 and 1151 grain carts. axles for other brands will be avail-
able soon. base list price: $30,000, depending upon model. Contact terra Drive 
Systems, brookston, ind., at 800-348-2474, or see www.mudhog.com.

by FP sTAFF

GrAIN carts and wagons get bigger, 
and they pick up more features 
along the way. That’s what editors 

concluded after discovering several new 
models of grain carts, wagons and other 
accessories now ready for the market.

You may not have needed a big cart that 
could work in tough conditions in 2012 — 
but every year is not like 2012. Take a look 
at these products and be ready for a better 
year. 

Unload fewer times with these haulers
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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Stainless-steel spreader
tHeRe is no need to slow down to get more lime on fields. a high-torque mani-

fold results in ultra-high rates of lime feeding through the spinners of bbi’s 
MagnaSpread. the stainless-steel spreader can distribute lime at up to 2 tons 
per acre at 14 mph, and cover a 60-foot swath. it can also spread fertilizer in 80-
foot swaths. a remote-controlled tarp allows for quick cover from the tractor cab. 
added LeD lights improve visibility when on the move. List price is $85,000. bbi 
Spreaders is based in Cornelia, ga. For more information call 800-282-3570, or 
see www.bbispreaders.com.

Save a little on a big spreader 
DOYLe equipment Manufacturing’s 8-ton spreaders have always been designed 

to spread fertilizer and lime. to help save retailers a little money, the company 
recently added an 8-ton spreader for fertilizer only. it comes with the same 304 
stainless-steel, bolt-on hopper and 8-inch wide conveyor. Standard spreading 
widths of 60 feet are easily achieved. the frame is constructed with 2-inch-by-6-
inch steel tubing. the 8-ton fertilizer spreader retails for $20,900. Contact Doyle 
equipment, Quincy, ill., at 800-788-8085, or see www.doylemfg.com. 

Powerful spreader
CHanDLeR Spreaders has a new 20-ton pull-type lime or fertilizer spreader. 

the 45 Pt-FtLH eXW box is available in mild steel, 409 stainless steel or 304 
stainless steel. the unit can spread fertilizer in 90-foot swaths and lime in 60-foot 
swaths. the high-pressure double bearing spinners are mounted overhead, keep-
ing the motors out of the fertilizer and other contaminants. Contact Fertilizer Dealer 
Supply, Jesup, iowa, at 800-527-5088, or see www.chandlerspreaders.com.

by FP sTAFF

MAYBE you want a spreader that 
will give you versatility. Perhaps 
you need to spread lime one day, 

fertilizer the next day and yet another 
other product the next. Companies are 
responding to those signals from farmers, 
and turning out products that handle a lot 
of material and deliver it on the field ac-
curately.

These products were spied by editors 
at fall farm shows. 

Spread products with more accuracy

WHAT’S new 
from the shows

new 
combination 
spreader
tHe new Cb Series Pull type 

Spreaders from Redwood 
Metalworks can be used to haul 
silage or spread many different 
kinds of material. the models are all 
about 9 feet wide and are available 
in 20- to 30-foot lengths. Capacities 
range from 540 to 1,125 cubic feet. a 
150-hp tractor can handle the 20-foot 
model. a 250-hp tractor is needed 
for the 30-foot spreader. Standard 
features include 3/8-inch-thick tube 
undercarriage construction, inset and 
angled vertical beaters, self-steer 
technology on hydraulic undercar-
riages, removable rear-chain doors 
and seven-tooth rear-chain drive 
sprockets. base list price: $85,000 
for the Cb900, a 24-foot model with 
capacity of 900 cubic feet. Contact 
Redwood Metalworks, Redwood 
Falls, Minn., at 888-644-2893, or see 
www.redwoodmetalworks.com.
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total grain 
management
tHe “cloud” comes to the farm with 

intelliCloud from intelliair. it’s a 
Web-based system that lets you view 
your grain conditions in the bins on all 
Web-enabled devices. binManager 
controllers on each bin are respon-
sible for controlling fan management. 
Once you have the intelliCloud soft-
ware connections, you can manage 
grain in your bins from anywhere, plus 
receive alerts via text message or 
email. it’s all wireless. Call intelliair, 
garden City, Mo., at 888-862-6046, or 
see intelliair.com.

Follow grain 
quality closely
One of your choices for checking 

grain moisture and temperature 
inside a bin is the StorMax monitor 
from OPi-integris. Cables and sen-
sors do the actual measurements. 
What’s new is software that lets you 
upload stored grain data directly to 
StorMax. You can move it to your 
computer using the integrisadvance 
software. Call OPi Systems, Calgary, 
alberta, Canada, at 403-219-3177; 
or integris USa LLC, Lenexa, Kan., 
at 913-653-8350; or see www. 
advancedgrainmanagement.com. 

Let the internet 
protect against 
grain theft
OnCe you have binManager in 

your bin and the intelliCloud wire-
less network software from intelliair, 
you can add options, including theft 
Manager and inventory Manager. 
theft Manager can be programmed 
to send alerts if there is an activity at 
a grain bin when there shouldn’t be. 
inventory Manager assists in keep-
ing track of where bushels are at any 
one time on the farm. Call intelliair, 
garden City, Mo., at 888-862-6046, or 
see intelliair.com.

Quick test
a shorter time to analyze grain  

samples may speed up the pro-
cess at home or the grain elevator. 
Dickey-john has introduced the gaC 
2500-UgMa (Unified grain Moisture 
algorithm), which shortens the time 
for grain-moisture testing. it offers a 
color touch-screen that is user-friendly. 
it can accommodate not only corn 
samples, but also specialty crops 
such as walnuts, almonds and even 
coffee. it is giPSa-certified (grain 
inspectors, Packers and Stockyards 
administration) and UgMa-compatible. 
Dickey-john is based in auburn, ill. For 
more information call 800-637-2952 or 
visit www.dickey-john.com.

Measure grain 
moisture
FaRMeR can improve control 

over the grain drying process 
with Pinnacle Lite accuDry from 
the Mathews Co. already part of 
the tower drying industry, the com-
pany improved its process by adding 
accuDry, a moisture-based control 
powered by Dry Master. the addition 
allows farmers to measure incoming 
and discharged grain moisture to con-
trol the discharge rate of the dryer. a 
digital temperature control automati-
cally increases and decreases fuel 
flow to the high-efficiency burners 
to maintain a constant temperature. 
Farmers can monitor dryer perfor-
mance via the M-C trax Remote 
Monitoring System. Matthews Co. is 
based in Crystal Lake, ill. For more 
information, call 815-459-2210, or see 
www.mathewscompany.com.

Monitor stored 
grain on your 
cellphone
teenageRS are constantly 

gluing their face to their cell-
phone screens. now you can mimic 
them, but for a better reason. take 
advantage of the Message Delivery 
Service offered by agrDry that works 
with bullseye grain bin controllers. 
With the service, you can monitor 
each bin online, get daily updates, 
set it to send alerts, and access it 
anywhere. List price for the service 
is $200 per year. Call agriDry LLC, 
edon, Ohio, at 855-247-4379, or see 
www.agridryllc.com. 

Know bin levels
KnOW how much grain is in the 

bin without climbing the ladder 
and estimating grain level. binMaster 
offers Smartbob2, an updated mea-
suring system that can tell you the 
level of grain left in bins. Models are 
available for bins up to 150 feet tall. 
the system can mount in the venter 
or side wall of a bin. both wired and 
wireless versions are available. List 
price starts at $6,000, but will vary 
depending upon your needs. Contact 
binMaster, Lincoln, neb., at 800-278-
4241, or see www.binmaster.com.

by FP sTAFF

From new electronics that control 
dryers to aeration controllers that let 
you know if something is wrong, there 

is little excuse for letting grain go bad these 
days. It still requires checking on a regular 
basis — but there are tools out there that 
can help you do the job more quickly and 
safely.

Be sure to contact the company that 
makes your favorite products if you have 
questions. 

New ways to get better-quality grain
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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New ways to get fertilizer into the ground

new wheel package for blu-Jet
bLU-Jet’S at7000, an all-terrain jet stream injection fertilizer applicator, is 

available with an in-line walking tandem wheel package. the applicator is 
also available with tracks, but the wheels package costs $20,000 less. Standard 
equipment includes a 3,100-gallon tank, jet stream coulter or knife injectors, 
bottom-fill plumbing and a 9-gallon wash tank. base list price (as shown): 
$157,000. Contact thurston Manufacturing Co., thurston, neb., at 402-385-
3041, or see www.thurstonmfgco.com.

apply liquid fertilizer fast
HanDLe big fertilizer application jobs with the new 6600 Series Liquid 

applicator from ag Systems. it features an all-new trifold toolbar with widths 
up to 62 feet. the applicator has 34 inches of ground clearance; a wheel track 
that’s adjustable from 120 to 144 inches, or from 144 to 160 inches; a 7-by-7½-
inch double bar; a 1,700-gallon elliptical tank; and a twin-piston or hydraulic drive 
pump. base list price: $2,200 per row. Contact ag Systems, Hutchinson, Minn., at 
800-328-5866, or see www.agsystemsonline.com.

apply anhydrous in no-till
tHe genesis tRX applicator bar from ag Synergy was in prototype form a year 

ago. after adjustments were made based on user comments, it’s ready for 
your field, company representatives say. it’s especially effective in heavy-residue 
no-till systems. the tracks help secure residue while a single disk cuts it and a 
knife applies fertilizer. the 16-knife tR40a model shown lists at $90,376. Call ag 
Synergy, Hiawatha, Kan., at 785-742-1848, or see www.agsynergy.com.

by FP sTAFF

THE high cost of fertilizers makes it 
critical that you capitalize on every 
dollar spent on the product. Compa-

nies recognize that fact, and are producing 
both new applicators and product distri-
bution systems that are more accurate 
than in the past.

Take a look at the various options you 
have for applying fertilizer. Some are for 
anhydrous ammonia, while others are for 
liquid nitrogen or other types of fertilizer. 
Follow up on the products that interest 
you most. 

WHAT’S new 
from the shows

application 
assistant
getting consistent application 

of anhydrous ammonia in cold 
weather can be difficult. However, 
Quality Plus Manufacturing inc. de-
signed Flow assist to help. the Flow 
assist helps maintain nurse tank 
head pressure so application mimics 
warm weather. it uses compressed 
air to replace pressure lost on cold 
days. it keeps the operating nurse-
tank pressure between 80 and 100 
pounds. the frame-mounted unit 
attaches to tractor hydraulic hoses. 
Quality Plus is in Oelwein, iowa. For 
more information, call 319-636-2204, 
or visit www.qualityplusmfg.com.
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New ways to get fertilizer into the ground

2-in-1 fertilizer bar
aPPLY preplant or sidedress fertilizer with the nutri-Pro toolbar from great Plains Manufacturing. each row has three coult-

ers and a row cleaner, allowing you to apply liquid fertilizer prior to planting, do mild tillage in the row and clear the residue 
from the row in one pass. Later in the season, you can use the nutri-Pro bar to sidedress fertilizer between the rows. available 
as a floating tongue pull type, a three-point mount type or a semimount type with lift-assist wheels. base list price of the model 
shown: $57,900. Contact great Plains Manufacturing, Salina, Kan., at 800-255-0132, or see www.greatplainsmfg.com.

Streamline 
anhydrous 
application
HiniKeR introduces the anhy-

drous ammonia variable Orifice 
Distributor for more accurate distribu-
tion. this unit eliminates the need for 
a pressure-reducing ball valve, since 
it eliminates big pressure drops. no 
pump is required with this system. it 
delivers near tank pressure, and is a 
liquid at the point of distribution. the 
17-port unit lists at $1,195 and works 
with most controllers. Call Hiniker Co., 
Mankato, Minn., at 507-625-6621, or 
see www.hiniker.com.

new tool for placing fertilizer
tHe Case iH nutri-Placer 920 expands the Case iH nutri-Placer line. the front-mounted coulter bar has five-section flex 

with active hydraulic down pressure to maintain uniform depth and accurate fertilizer placement over varying conditions. 
Choose either a 1,650-gallon or 2,050-gallon product tank. a new chassis centers the tank over the axle to deliver positive 
tongue weight, loaded or empty. Contact your dealer or see www.caseih.com. 

One big toolbar 
azLanD’S avenger 1900 is a 

serious entry in the anhydrous 
ammonia toolbar market. the 1900’s 
frame will flex up to 15 degrees and 
features a heavy-duty design for 
use with high-horsepower tractors. 
it comes in 13-, 15-, 17- and 19-row 
widths. Walking tandem 425-65 tires 
are optional. the 19-row model pic-
tured sells for $77,500. Contact z&J 
Farms, Cascade, iowa, at 563-852-
5151, or see www.zandjfarms.com. 
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a true one-man 
operation
One man can fill a planter or 

drill with a seed tender, but the 
truth is it’s easier with two people. 
that’s no longer true if you opt for 
the deluxe wireless remote for J&M 
seed tenders. You can start and stop 
the conveyor, close the seed door, 
even move the conveyor from side to 
side using the deluxe remote. Four 
remote options are available. the 
deluxe wireless adds $4,000. Call 
J&M Manufacturing, Fort Recovery, 
Ohio, at 419-375-2376, or see  
www.jc-inc.com.

easier planter  
fill-ups
PRO-CHUteS allow you to empty 

a large seed box without standing 
under it, and they extend 22 inches 
beyond the box for better reach. 
What’s new is that the door to open 
or close the chute, where the seed 
enters the hopper, is attached to a 
magnet, making for more effective 
stop-and-start operation. Pro-Chute 
i lists at $375. Pro-Chute ii, which 
doubles unloading time, lists at 
$425. Call bulk Seed Systems inc., 
Waterloo, Minn., at 507-342-2222, or 
see www.bulkseedsystems.com. 

Low-profile bulk 
seed tender
an operator safety-guided the 

design of the new easibulk Seed 
tender from Clarks ag Supply. the 
easibulk is a low-profile tender that 
is designed around gooseneck or 
bumper hitch trailers. available in 
200- or 300-unit models, this farmer-
friendly tender is only 7 feet tall. an 
operator needs only to be 2½ feet off 
the ground when filling the tank. the 
8-inch Lundell cup unloading auger 
is powered by a 9-hp Honda engine. 
base list price: 22,990 for the 200-
unit model, $24.900 for the 300-unit 
model. a scale option is available. 
Contact Clarks ag Supply, Clarks, 
neb., at 866-246-2588.

Midsize seed 
tender
J &M has expanded its lineup of seed 

handing equipment by filling a gap 
with the model 275St Speedtender. 
the profile is somewhat lower than 
bigger models, yet it holds 275 units 
of seed. You can get this model with 
an 8-inch-wide seed trough conveyor 
that features 6-inch cleats. it carries 
an 11-hp Honda engine with electric 
start. the model as shown lists at 
$26,500. Call J&M Manufacturing, Fort 
Recovery, Ohio, at 419-375-2376, or 
see www.jc-inc.com.

Super seed, fertilizer tender
HaUL bulk seed, dry or liquid fertilizer, or water from the farm to the field with 

the same tender — the S3 Commercial tender from norwood Sales. S3 
cubes are made from noncorrosive poly and can hold a wide variety of liquid 
and dry products. each cube holds 2,000 gallons of liquid, 300 units of seed 
(240 bushels) or 300 cubic feet of dry fertilizer. Converting the cubes to dispense 
liquid or dry products is fast and easy: You just changes gates on the conveyor. 
the side-folding unloading conveyor will reach out 24 feet, 1 inch and reach up 
11 feet, 1 inch above the trailer deck at maximum discharge. For transport, the 
unloading conveyor folds onto the top of the trailer deck. You can customize your 
own trailers with up to five 300-unit cubes or purchase a complete S3 unit on a 
trailer. base list price for a five-unit S3, not including the trailer: $40,000. Contact 
norwood Sales, Horace, n.D., at 800-446-0316, or see www.norwoodsales.com.

Scales now standard 
HitCHDOC’S travis Seed Carts are now available with a scale option. travis 

Seed Carts come in a variety of hitch models, including standard, gooseneck 
or skid. the base standard hitch holds two bulk boxes. the HSC 6000gn can 
tote six bulk boxes at a time. every model can now be equipped with a scale from 
the factory. all models unload at 625 pounds per minute, or about 4 minutes per 
box. the standard two-box with a scale (HSC 2200) retails for $14,440. Contact 
HitchDoc, Jackson, Minn., at 800-446-8222, or see www.hitchdoc.com.

by FP sTAFF

THE revolution to bulk seed and bulk 
fertilizer continues. Three-fourths 
of the wheat seed at least one major 

regional company now leaves the plant in 
bulk rather than bags.

Entrepreneurs have picked up on the 
trend, and are offering new and improved 
products that make the job of getting 
inputs to the field and into the planter or 
applicator safer and easier. Take a look.

Get inputs to the field more quickly
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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Precision liquid 
dispenser 
SUReFiRe ag System’s 

Surebatch is a precision liquid 
meter that takes the guessing out of 
applying treatments to dry fertilizer, 
liquid manure or seed treatments. 
You can set the total amount of 
liquid to be pumped by rate or time. 
Or, you can set it up to add liquid 
continuously until you turn it off. the 
Surebatch can be set up on a pump 
delay and will display rates in either 
gallons or ounces. it also comes with 
a remote key fob for remote-control 
operation. Suggested retail price: 
$4,000. Contact SureFire ag System, 
atwood, Kan., 866-626-3670, or see 
www.surefireag.com.

Know your flow
FiLling the sprayer and monitoring 

how much liquid is going into the 
sprayer tank is easy with the mag-
netic flow meter from banjo Corp. the 
neat feature about this meter is that 
it is self-calibrating. it’s ideal for load-
ing chemicals into a sprayer, or into a 
tender truck supplying the sprayer in 
the field. the unit is powered by four 
double-a batteries. Call banjo Corp., 
Crawfordsville, ind., at 765-362-7367, 
or see www.banjocorp.com.

High-grade 
starter 
CROP Choice’s starter fertilizers 

aren’t your typical liquid plant 
food. Made of food-grade materials, 
their starter fertilizers use orthophos-
phates, which are 100% available 
for crop uptake at application. Other 
starters use polyphosphates, which 
must be broken down and converted 
to orthophosphates before they’re 
available for the crop. Plus, Crop 
Choice starter fertilizer blends con-
tain few impurities and heavy metals. 
Costs typically range from $25 to $35 
per acre, depending on application 
rates and shipping. Contact Crop 
Choice, niota, ill., at 888-313-2360, 
or see www.so-ilservice.com. 

all-assembled 
distribution units
tiReD of buying fertilizer pumps 

and row distribution equipment as 
pieces in a box, then being expected 
to put it together yourself? Shaffert 
Manufacturing and Sales eliminates 
that problem with three pre-assem-
bled models of fertilizer distribution 
equipment: the gX1, gX2 and gX3 
products in the agXcelerator line. 
Company representatives say this 
way when it leaves the factory, they 
know it’s field-ready. Call Schaffert, 
indianola, neb., at 800-382-2607, or 
see www.schaffert.com.  

Low-disturbance fertilizer coulter
RUn 8 to 10 mph while applying fertilizer and disturb very little soil in the process 

with the new Penetrator dual-band, no-till fertilizer coulter. One unit will replace 
two conventional single-disk coulter openers. two models are available: one that 
applies fertilizer in bands 15 inches apart, and another that applies in bands 30 
inches apart. available with nH3, liquid or dry injection tubes. three products can 
be applied per coulter. the 24-inch-diameter coulter blades are set at a 3-degree 
angle for minimal soil movement. base list price: $4,500 per unit. Contact DMR 
technologies, Peck, Kan., at 620-727-3995, or see www.agassociatesales.com.

Fertilizer delivery option
MOUnt fertilizer deliver units on the Salford i-5100 Series super-heavy-duty 

tillage tool if you like, and apply fertilizer as you till. the fertilizer injection 
arms are an option. You can also order them with the option to be able to be lifted 
out of the way hydraulically from the cab when they’re not in use. Salford also 
offers fertilizer attachments for other models. Call Salford, Osceola, iowa, 866-
442-1293, or see www.salfordmachine.com.

by FP sTAFF

MAYBE you’ve switched back to 
starter fertilizer — or would like 
to, but aren’t sure which starter 

to use, or how to set up a starter fertilizer 
delivery system that makes it convenient 
and won’t waste time. Whether applying 
fertilizer from the planter or a tillage tool, 
here are products which could help.

Pick out the ones that interest you 
most. Then visit the company’s website to 
learn more. Use the information provided.

Handle and meter liquids properly
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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improved flow valve
iF you’re putting together a liquid-fertilizer or spray-supply check, check out the improved poly valves offered by banjo Corp. 

the valve is available in either 2-inch- or 3-inch-diameter versions. the handle works smoothly, and it’s been beefed up to 
handle tough materials, especially liquid fertilizer. that’s the no. 1 use for the valve, company representatives say. Call banjo 
Corp., Crawfordsville, ind., at 765-362-7367, or see www.banjocorp.com.

Step forward in fluid pumps
See if the M-322 Series pump that handles liquids could improve your liquid 

handling operations. new pump offerings don’t come along very often. this 
one is offered by banjo Corp. it features a wet seal chamber and works well as 
a liquid-fertilizer transfer pump. this pump is designed to move large volumes of 
liquid in a short amount of time. Call banjo Corp., Crawfordsville, ind., at 765-362-
7367, or see www.banjocorp.com.

tru torq Series 
valves
Kz valve unveils the tru torq Series 

valves to handle liquid material. 
they’re available in 2-inch- or 3-inch-
diameter sizes. Company representa-
tives say they’re ideal if you’re han-
dling water or liquid fertilizer products. 
the improved torque design makes 
the valves easier to open and close. 
electronic, accentuated tru torq 
valves are available. Price varies with 
size. the manual valve lists for $695. 
Call Kz valve, greenwood, neb., 800-
228-1112, or see www.kzvalve.com. 

by FP sTAFF

Y oU don’t lie awake every night 
thinking about whether or not the 
liquid valve in your liquid herbicide 

or fertilizer system is corroding, and might 
fail tomorrow. If you do, maybe you should 
see your doctor.

You don’t have to worry about such 
things because companies that make 
valves are doing it for you. Look for ex-
panded product lines featuring valves that 
stand up to tough materials and last longer.

Companies improve key liquid components

WHAT’S new 
from the shows

new pump valve 
design
Kz valve offers improved valves if 

you’re handling liquid materials. 
You can get valves to fit either 2-inch- 
or 3-inch-diameter systems. it’s de-
scribed as a full-port valve. the valve 
body is made from polypropylene, 
and the ball is made from the same 
material. the stem itself is made out 
of stainless steel. Prices will vary de-
pending upon size. List price for the 
accentuated valve is $1,175. Contact 
Kz valve, greenwood, neb., at 800-
228-1112, or see www.kzvalve.com.
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High-capacity header
grain producers can glean more crop from the field with a new rigid draper head for new Holland combines. the 840CD 

rigid draper head allows farmers to glean more from cereal crops, rice and other specialty crops. it offers cutting widths 
of 25, 30, 35, 40 and 45 feet. the 25-, 30- and 35-foot heads feature a single-span, plastic-tine pickup reel while the 40-  
and 45-foot models use a dual-span reel with plastic tines. the 840CD features the SynchroKnife drive system. new Holland 
north america is based in new Holland, Pa. For more information, call 717-355-1121, or visit www.newholland.com/na.

better mousetrap
MaCDOn turned a lot of heads when it introduced the draper header for soybeans and small grains in the Midwest.  

now it’s improved its original invention. new from the fall farm shows is the MacDon FD75 draper head, a 45-foot head. 
What’s new is improved reel-arm strength, plus other advancements. a prototype head was displayed in the fall, with price not 
yet set. Call MacDon, Winnipeg, Canada, at 204-885-5590, or see www.macdon.com.

Divert your 
combine dust
eliminate feeder-house dust 

from Lexion 500 and 700 series 
combines with gvL’s ez-view Dust 
Diverter. it collects dust at the feeder 
house, then directs and discharges it 
down both sides of the feeder house, 
clearing the combine operator’s field 
of view. installation is quick and easy. 
Covers are removable for easy inspec-
tion and cleaning. the ez-view Dust 
Diverter is made of poly for durability, 
long life and minimal maintenance. 
base list price: $1,750. Contact gvL 
Poly, Litchfield, Minn., at 888-485-
8411, or see www.gvlpoly.com.

by FP sTAFF

IF you’re old enough to remember 
the days of the John Deere 40 and 45 
combines with two-row corn heads 

and 12-foot grain tables, today’s offerings 
must seem hard to believe. If you’re not 
old enough to remember those, just ask 
your father or grandfather, and appreciate 
the features that make harvesting simpler, 
faster and safer today. 

Here are heads that increase the lineup 
on the market for various companies. 

Examine new combine-head offerings
WHAT’S new 
from the shows

Knock  
down stalks
Flatten stalks in the fall with the 

combine pass with Yetter’s 5000 
Series Stalk Devastator. the goal 
is twofold: reduce tire damage and 
begin to manage stalks after har-
vest. there are 20 different mounting 
kits available, so that you can use 
the Stalk Devastator with most corn 
heads. it doesn’t work if the head is 
equipped for chopping, but will work 
if the head simply has roto-disks. 
List price is $600 per row. Call Yetter, 
Colchester, ill., at 800-447-5777, or 
see www.yetterco.com.
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no-shift tractors
tHe Case iH Farmall b Series 

tractors now offer a continuously 
variable transmission, or Cvt, option. 
it’s available for the 40b, 45b or 50b 
Class 3 cab tractors. the Cvt option 
selects the best gear ration for the 
desired speed. You no longer have to 
select or shift gears, and you don’t 
even have to clutch. in fact, gary 
Lucey, a Case Farmall marketing 
manager, says Farmall b owners with 
the Cvt option may prefer driving it to 
their car! Contact your dealer or see 
www.caseih.com.

Redesigned track tractors 
CHaLLengeR’S Mt700D Series of track tractors now feature agco Power’s 

8.4-liter diesel engine. the Mt755D has a PtO rated at 260 hp. the Mt765D’s 
PtO is rated at 285 hp. the 700 Series also has a redesigned Mobile-trac system, 
which features CamoPlast tracks. Challenger added sight gauges on each of 
the hubs for easier maintenance. the Mt765D pictured retails for $310,000. 
Challenger is an agco company. visit www.challenger-ag.us for more info.

More row-crop tractor choices 
MaSSeY Ferguson has completely revamped their 7600 series of row crop 

tractors. eight new 7600 tractors replace the old 6400 and 7400 series of 
row crop tractors. Four of the 7600 models are part of their mid-frame lineup. the 
other four are the small-frame 7600 tractors. PtO horsepower ranges from 110 
to 180 for the 7600 lineup. the 7619, a mid-frame model, starts at $117,000. visit 
www.masseyferguson.us to find out which one is right for your farm.

new John Deere 6 Series tractors
JOHn Deere has added 12 new models to its 6 Series tractors. they range from 105 to 170 hp and have additional trans-

mission options, increased hitch and hydraulic capacity, and comply with the latest emission standards. each model family 
has different enhancements. the 6D models have righthand cab controls, an optional instructional seat, and increased hy-
draulic flow for loader operations. tractors with 140 and 150 hp were added to the 6R series. all of the R Series models have 
larger cabs for increased comfort and visibility, DirectDrive transmissions and precision ag technology options. base list price: 
starts at $53,580 for the 6105. Contact a John Deere dealer, or see www.johndeere.com.

by FP sTAFF

MAYBE it’s a whole new line or 
model series of tractors. or maybe 
it’s just a major improvement to an 

existing tractor. Whatever the case, com-
panies are constantly trying to improve the 
tractors they build, boosting performance 
and adding flexibility at the same time.

Here are tractors editors found at 
recent farm shows. 

Basic improvements for tractors
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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new John Deere 
5e utility tractors
JOHn Deere has four new 45- to 

75-hp tractors in its 5e utility trac-
tor line, which now includes tractors 
ranging from 45 to 101 hp. new op-
tions include cabs for the 5055e, 
5065e and 5075e models, and 12 
forward/12 reverse PowrReverser 
transmissions for the 55- to 101-hp 
models. the four-cylinder 5e models 
are compatible with both the new 
John Deere H Series and existing 553 
loaders. base list price for the 5055e 
tractor with mechanical front-wheel 
drive: $23,867. Contact a John Deere 
dealer, or see www.johndeere.com.

Massey 
Ferguson’s  
gC series 
MaSSeY Ferguson has four new 

offerings in its gC Series of util-
ity tractors: the gC1705, 1710, 1715 
and 1720. the gC1705 and 1710 
come with a 22.5-hp, three-cylinder 
diesel engine. the gC1715 and 1720 
feature a 25-hp, three-cylinder diesel 
engine. PtO horsepower starts at 
18.7 for the smaller two models. the 
bigger two have PtOs rated at 19.6 
hp. Massey Ferguson’s extensive 
lineup of accessories is available for 
all four models. the base gC1705 
starts at $14,000; the gC1720 
starts at $19,000. Contact Massey 
Ferguson, Duluth, ga., 877-525-4384, 
or see www.masseyferguson.com. 

Compact comfort
bOaSting a SuperSuite cab, new 

Holland’s boomer compact tractor 
series offers comfort and ease of use 
for today’s recreational farmer. these 
tractors range from 40 to 50 horse-
power. the 60-cubic-foot cab interior 
is spacious, and offers a high-visibility 
roof panel that allows operators to 
see the loader at all angles. there is 
heating and air conditioning, as well 
as a 12-volt power outlet to charge 
cellphones or MP3 players. there is 
even a coat hook. new Holland north 
america is based in new Holland, Pa. 
For more information, call 717-355-
1121, or see www.newholland.com/na.

Understated utility
UtiLitY tractors have been a staple on farms for centuries. they are the faith-

ful vehicle you use to move that hay bale, or mow grass. now those tasks can 
be done with greater comfort and power. new Holland introduced a new t4.75 
PowerStar with 64 PtO horsepower. its cab adds such comfort features as heat-
ing and air conditioning, an optional air-ride seat that swivels 15 degrees to the 
right to allow for rear views, and a newly designed instrument panel. new Holland 
north america is based in new Holland, Pa. For more information, call 717-355-
1121,or visit www.newholland.com/na.

Ultimate loader tractor 
FenDt reps proudly refer to the company’s 700 Series as the ultimate loader 

tractors. With a panoramic windshield that allows for extra vertical visibility for 
precise bucket operation, you can see why. each tractor also comes with reactive 
steering, which automatically adjusts the ratio depending on the tractor’s speed. 
as a result, steering becomes more responsive at low speeds. Fendt offers six 
models: 714 (110 PtO hp), 716 (130 PtO hp), 718 (145 PtO hp), 720 (165 PtO 
hp), 722 (185 PtO hp) and 724 (195 PtO hp). Fendt is an agco company. visit 
www.fendt.com/us for more info.

by FP sTAFF

MAYBE you don’t need a big tractor. 
maybe you don’t really need a 
new tractor, except you need a 

loader to add versatility around the farm. 
It doesn’t matter if you farm 10 acres or 
10,000, utility tractors come in handy and 
machinery companies know it. 

That’s why there are new offerings in 
the utility tractor field this year. Give each 
one that editors found a good look. 

Try out these new small-tractor offerings
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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new recreational 
gator debuts
JOHn Deere’s new RSX 850i 

gator is a recreational vehicle 
engineered to be faster, more pow-
erful and more agile than other 
gator models. three versions are 
available: Sport, trail and base. all 
are equipped with 839 cc, v-twin, 
liquid-cooled, four-cycle gasoline mo-
torcycle engines. the 62-hp engine 
produces a top speed of 53 mph and 
delivers 0-30 mph acceleration in 3 
seconds. base list price: $13,000. 
Contact a John Deere dealer, or see 
www.johndeere.com.

the quiet  
all-terrain vehicle
MOtOR through the pasture with 

one the quietest atvs you’ll find 
anywhere. it’s an electric-powered 
atv, made by bad boy Co. three 
models are available. Work all day, 
then charge it at night. the batter-
ies recharge from empty to full in six 
hours. it also features a “limp mode” 
to get you home if you run low on 
battery power. List price as shown is 
$9,999. Call bad boy Co., batesville, 
ark., at 870-698-0090, or see  
www.badboymowers.com.

a bigger Ranger 
POLaRiS has a new entry in its 

Ranger line of atvs. the XP 
900 features an 875 cc four-stroke 
gas engine. it comes standard with 
Polaris’ On-Demand true all-wheel-
drive system. the XP 900 is now the 
largest offering in the Ranger series. 
it has a payload capacity of 1,500 
pounds and is rated at 2,000 pounds 
of towing capacity. the base model 
starts at $12,999.  Depending on the 
options, the XP 900 can get into the 
$22,000 range (such as the model 
in the photo). to find a Polaris dealer 
close to you, visit www.polaris.com.

atv with attitude 
iF looks could kill, arctic Cat’s Wildcat would be wanted for murder. this atv 

isn’t exactly geared for work — but hey, having fun is an important part of farm-
ing. the Wildcat comes with a 951 cc engine, an 8.8-gallon gas tank, electronic 
power steering and a payload capacity of 740 pounds. the base model Wildcat 
retails for $16,800. there are a ton of options. the model pictured has “nerf” bars, 
netting, a bed cover, extra lights and bumpers, to name a few features. to find 
your local arctic Cat dealer, call 218-681-8558, or see www.arcticcat.com.

Sleek, safe cabs
CUStOM-Fit cabs with certified and tested Rollover Protective Structrures 

are available from Jodale Perry Corp. for many tractors, utility vehicles and 
mowers. Jodale Perry has made cabs for agco, avS, buhler, Cushman, Cyclone, 
Hustler, Jacobsen and John Deere equipment. Standard cab features include 
color-matched composite roof and body panels; curved, tempered-glass wind-
shields; and emergency exit windows. interiors are fully upholstered and provide 
an attractive, quiet work environment. base list price: $9,000 (as shown on a 
Hustler mower). Contact Jodale Perry Corp. at Morden, Manitoba, Canada, at 
204-822-9100, or www.jodaleperry.com.

by FP sTAFF

ProDUCTS that didn’t exist or weren’t 
widely used 20 years ago are the 
cat’s meow today. Some of them fit 

well on small farms, but also find a place on 
larger operations. Some of these products 
help get difficult jobs done, while others 
just allow you to relax and enjoy life on 
the farm.

Companies continue to come out with 
new offerings in this category. Here are 
ones editors found at recent farm shows.

Products at home on any size farm
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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trading for tracks
neeD to get your utility vehicle around in the snow or rain? there’s a track for that. Soucy track brought the rubber track 

system found on tractors down to size so now it’ll fit your Utv. the front tracks are 11.5 inches wide, while the rear is 14 
inches. in the wheelbase, a plastic-bound rubber band prevents snow and mud from sticking. the set of four tracks is avail-
able for six different Utvs, included the John Deere gator XUv 855D, 825i and 625i. a complete set will run $4,700. Soucy is 
located in Quebec, Canada. For more information call 877-474-6665 or visit www.soucy-track.com.

tough tracks
tHe new Durabuilt 6500 premium heavy-duty track from Camoplast offers im-

proved drive and durability. it has a patented fabric reinforcement and drive-
lug design, which reduces chunking and tearing of the drive lugs. the fabric 
reinforcement also doubles the load-carrying capacity compared to  
standard tracks. base list price: $8,700 for tracks that fit Case StX tractors. 
Contact Camoplast, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada, at 819-823-8710, or see 
www.camoplastsolideal.com.

innovation coming for steel tracks
YOU can now buy steel tracks for skid-steer loaders from ComponentsPlus. 

Called tracksPlus, they provide increased mobility in difficult conditions. 
tracks are available for skid-steers with 10-by-16.5 tires, 12-by-16.5 tires and 
14-by-17.5 tires. tracks feature a patented material and component design. 
Company representatives say they intend to test a prototype with an upgraded 
track design soon. Call ComponentsPlus, Columbus, Wis., at 877-260-3178, or 
see www.tracksplus.com.

by FP sTAFF

R UBBEr tracks, metal tracks — all 
kinds of tracked vehicles are still 
popular, and likely to remain so. 

They help meet needs either where more 
traction is needed, or where a farmer 
wants to create less soil compaction. 

Here are track products that are either 
brand-new, new to your area or about to 
undergo an upgrade. 

Market welcomes new track offerings

WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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biggest bobcat
tHe new bobcat S850 is the larg-

est of the company’s M-Series 
skid-steer loaders. the S850 offers 
more power and performance, better 
visibility and more operator comfort 
than any other skid-steer in the line. 
it weighs 10,008 pounds, has a rated 
operating capacity of 3,875 pounds 
and a vertical lift of 144 inches. the 
S850 is powered by a 92-hp, water-
cooled diesel engine. base list price: 
$63,000. For more information, see a 
bobcat dealer or www.bobcat.com.

bring on the hills 
DiXie Chopper’s Xcaliber is the first 

4-by-4 zero-turning radius mower 
on the market. Four-wheel drive adds 
confidence and safety when mowing 
hillsides and inclines. the Xcaliber 
comes with a 56-inch deck that’s ca-
pable of trimming 5 acres of lawn per 
hour. it’s powered by a 33-hp generac 
engine and features 27-inch turf boss 
tires. if the hillside still proves too 
much to handle, the Xcaliber comes 
standard with a sturdy four-post 
roll bar. Manufacturer’s suggested 
retail price: $15,000. to find a Dixie 
Chopper dealer near you, see  
www.dixiechopper.com. 

Snowblower gets 
much bigger
HitCHDOC’S heavy-duty snow-

blowers just got bigger, with two 
new models for 2012. the 9310HD 
(pictured) has a 108-inch cutting width, 
a 59-inch cutting height and weighs in 
at 3,500 pounds. the 10210HD has a 
120-inch cutting width, a 49-inch cut-
ting height and weighs 3,600 pounds. 
both models come with heavy-duty, 
16-inch auger flighting. the 10210HD 
retails for $14,675. Contact HitchDoc, 
Jackson, Minn., at 800-446-8222, or 
see www.hitchdoc.com.

no more bucket feeding
tiReD of bucket-feeding small pens of livestock? Replace buckets with the 

Feed train atv Feeder. it works just like a full-size feed wagon. the translu-
cent white feed tank holds about 500 pounds. a 4-inch electric auger discharges 
feed at two speeds: 9 seconds per 5-gallon bucket, or 4.5 seconds per 5-gallon 
bucket. it has a 2-inch ball hitch receiver and 22-by-1100-by-8 tires. a 15-foot-long 
control cord allows you to dispense feed from the seat of the atv. base list price: 
$1,950 (batteries not included). Contact applegate Livestock, Union City, ind., at 
765-964-4631, or see www.applegatelivestock.com.

a true tree-eater 
iF bradco’s ground Shark won’t take care of it, you better go straight for the chain 

saw. this heavy-duty brush cutter will chew through trees up to 7 inches in diam-
eter. it features 3/4-inch-thick blades that are reversible for additional durability. the 
quarter-inch steel deck is powder-coated for easy maintenance and cleaning. the 
ground Shark retails for $12,895. For another $400, you can add a stump-grinding 
option. visit the Paladin group online at www.paladinconstructiongroup.com to 
locate a dealer.

by FP sTAFF

SomE jobs require something smaller 
than a big tractor or even a utility 
tractor to get the job done. Form 

mowers to skid-steers, certain jobs are 
tailor-made for products that can get in 
tight corners, yet handle rough conditions.

The companies that make these kinds 
of products know what it takes to produce 
a winner. Here are the products editors 
found that should be around for a long 
time. 

Redefine the word ‘handy’ on your farm
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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Start your shop shopping spree here

now with drawers 
Winn Rack Material Handling has seriously upgraded its line of heavy-

duty workbenches. the new models feature wheels and can be acces-
sorized with multiple drawer configurations. the key was a new frame design 
that removes the corner braces. the workbenches come in nine different color 
choices. Sizes range from 6 feet, 8 inches long with two drawers, up to 12 feet, 
8 inches long with 20 drawers. the two-drawer model pictured retails for $1,385. 
For more information, contact Winn Rack, Dunbar, neb., at 877-460-3994, or 
see www.winnrack.com.

in the building business 
tO date, Sukup has always been known for its bins. this year, it broke into 

the building business. Kent Craighton, a territory manager, says all the metal 
panels, supports and parts are manufactured at the Sukup plant in Sheffield, 
iowa. “We handle so much steel already, this was a natural fit for us,” Craighton 
says. Sukup uses a clear-span support system. this allows it to go much wider 
without the need for any structural supports on the floor. For a quote, contact 
Sukup, Sheffield, iowa, at 641-892-4222, or visit www.sukup.com.

three new welder models 
tHeRMaL arc’s Fabricator Series of multi-process welders are new offerings for 

2012. there are three Fabricator models: 181i, 211i and 252i. each one is ca-
pable of Mig, flux-cored, lift-tig and stick welding. the 181i has a rated output of 
180a at 20% duty cycle. the 252i’s output goes up to 250a at 40% duty cycle. the 
181i retails for $1,100. the 211i sells for $1,400. the 252i runs $2,550. Contact 
thermal arc, St. Louis, Mo., at 800-426-1888 or see www.thermalarc.com.

by FP sTAFF

From buildings to what goes inside 
them, companies continue to rec-
ognize that farmers want good, 

convenient shops to work in. They offer 
improved buildings and tools that fit inside 
shops on a regular basis.

Editors uncovered some of the newest 
entries into this market at fall farm shows. 
Take a closer look. 

WHAT’S new 
from the shows

Ready-made  
shop drain
neW to the Midwest is a pre-fab, 

sloped drain made form 16-
gauge, galvanized steel that fits into 
the floor before concrete is poured. 
You still need some slope to the 
sides of the drain, but you no longer 
need to slope concrete in one direc-
tion to get water to move out once 
it’s in the drain. go from 10 feet up to 
150 feet long. Price varies depend-
ing upon length of drain. Contact 
norstar industries, Morris, Manitoba, 
Canada, at 855-746-8200, or see 
www.u-drain.ca. 
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Massive  
mineral feeder
iF you are looking for a way to stop 

the wayward mineral feeder from 
moving throughout the pasture, 
behlen has a solution. the company 
introduced its heaviest and largest 
three-compartment ground feeder: 
the Super bull mineral feeder. its 
40-inch-diameter base can hold up to 
250 pounds of salt or mineral, either 
block or loose. three anchor points 
hold the feeder in place. to keep the 
contents dry, a flap covers the top 
secured by a linchpin retainer. Cost 
is $199. behlen Country’s headquar-
ters is in Columbus, neb. For more 
information, call 800-447-2751 or see 
www.behlencountry.com.

Weigh as you lift
get accurate weight readings on 

heavy items, such as hay bales, 
as you lift them. the WeighLog 3030 
system measures hydraulic pressure. 
the concept has been used before, 
but not connected to a color touch-
screen monitor. You can use an 
external USb memory stick to move 
information, or you can store up to 
30 customers and 30 products in the 
unit. List price is $3,885. it’s market-
ed by Loup electronics, Lincoln, neb. 
Call 877-489-5687, or see  
www.loupelectronics.com.

Fence-line 
feeders
a change in design has S.i. 

Feeders introducing its first 
fence-line feed bunks. For 35 years, 
the company focused on two-sided 
feeders for the cattle industry. the 
change is bringing feed bunks that 
are not only one-sided, but also 
deeper. “this will allow for more feed-
ing of silage and co-products,” says 
Harvey Ferris, company representa-
tive. the fence-line bunks come in 80, 
14- and 25-foot lengths, and range 
in price from $700 to $1,250. S.i. 
Feeders is a division of Schoessow 
inc., based in Portageville, Wis. For 
more information, call 608-742-8851, 
or see www.sifeeders-simetals.com.

branded net wrap
veRMeeR now offers its own line of net wrap for big round balers. Company 

representatives say it is tweaked to protect bales as much as possible. Sales 
of the net wrap soon after its introduction to the market have been brisk. Contact 
your local dealer for price information, and to determine if it will work with your 
baler. any vermeer dealer should be able to get the vermeer net wrap for you. 
Call vermeer, Pella, iowa at 800-370-3659, or see vermeer.com. 

baby bunk
WitH 35 years of experience creating feed bunks for cattle, S.i. Feeders is 

still changing with the times. the company added a fence-line feed bunk for 
calves this year. by customers’ request, the company decided to expand its of-
ferings. the one-sided junior bunk is ideal not only for calves, but also for smaller 
livestock like sheep. end flanges allow multiple lengths to be secured together. 
they come in 8-, 12- and 20-foot lengths, ranging in price from $600 to $1,250. 
S.i. Feeders is a division of Schoessow inc., based in Portageville, Wis. For more 
information, call 608-742-8851, or see www.sifeeders-simetals.com.

by FP sTAFF

SomE jobs require something smaller 
than a big tractor or even a utility 
tractor to get the job done. Form 

mowers to skid-steers, certain jobs are 
tailor-made for products that can get in 
tight corners, yet handle rough conditions.

The companies that make these kinds 
of products know what it takes to produce 
a winner. Here are the products editors 
found that should be around for a long 
time. 

Redefine the word ‘handy’ on your farm
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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turn bales into feed
tURn bib bales into feed with vermeer’s bPX9000 bale processor. the design 

allows it to take apart a bale quickly and deliver forage at a suitable length for 
feeding out the side discharge. built to handle round bales, you can also use it to 
process big square bales with a $3,000 option; this makes it a versatile performer. 
You can also order the processor with a net and twine removal system. Check 
with dealer for list price, which depends upon options. Contact vermeer, Pella, 
iowa, at 800-370-3659, or see vermeer.com.

get ready for biomass
WHen growing biomass becomes economically feasible, vermeer is ready 

with the tg hammer-mill product line. Shown is a tg5000 stationary tub 
grinder processing big round bales. it will also handle wood products, and even 
root balls. vermeer designed the tg5000 to be ready for the needs of the cellu-
losic ethanol industry. the loading apparatus with operator’s cab is an option that 
lists for about $100,000 by itself. Contact vermeer, Pella, iowa, at 800-370-3659, 
or see vermeer.com.

Massive mixer
COMMeRCiaL feeders will like the new feed mixer designed with them in 

mind. Roto-Mix has introduced the 620-16XD mixer from its Xtra-Duty line. 
the larger mixer offers the maintenance-free nyloil bearing design, heavier rotor 
assembly, redesigned oil bath and improved drive system. but feeders may want 
to look into the options: one for feeding hay, another for wet distillers grain. Cost 
ranges from $50,000 to $60,000. Roto-Mix is based in Dodge City, Kan. For more 
information, call 620-225-1142, or see www.rotomix.com.

by FP sTAFF

B IG-BALE processing gets easier with 
each new tool that’s introduced to 
grind and handle them. Some can 

handle both big round and big square 
bales, some remove the net wrap for you 
if you prefer, and still others can mix up 
a complete feed, starting with big round 
bales. 

Which model fits your farm depends 
upon what your needs are today. Even if 
you only raise crops, you might want to 
keep an eye on these tools. If biomass for 
alternative energy takes off, these tools 
will be at the forefront of processing bales.

Put bales in and let machines do the work

WHAT’S new 
from the shows

Process, mix, 
feed
tHe two-auger vertical mixers 

from Kuhn Knight allows you to 
process big round and/or square 
bales — and depending upon the 
model, add in other ingredients, 
and use them as total mixed-ration 
mixers. Four models are available 
based upon cubic-foot capacity. the 
vt 156 shown has 560 feet of ca-
pacity, and lists as shown at $52,967. 
Final price will vary depending on op-
tions. Contact Kuhn north america, 
brodhead, Wis., 608-897-2132, or 
see www.KuhnNorthAmerica.com.
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improved midsize balers
veRMeeR Rancher 6640 and 6650 Series balers are targeted to producers 

who want bales up to 66 inches tall, and a baler they can pull with 50- to 
60-horsepower tractors. new features include standard-flotation tires and a 
radial pin clutch that offers pickup protection for more durability. Manufacturer’s 
suggested list price for the Rancher 6640 with twine, net and ramp options is 
$38,056. MSLP for the 6650 is $40,761. Call vermeer, Pella, iowa, at 800-370-
3659, or see vermeer.com.

Handle wet material easily
tHe vermeer 504 and 404 Pro series balers are designed specifically to handle 

haylage that will be wrapped. the bales are much heavier than dry hay bales, 
so the balers are built to handle both wet and dry forage. the 504 model has a 
5-foot-by-4-foot variable bale chamber. the standard e-Link Pro monitor allows 
you to adjust density from the cab. Manufacturer’s suggested list price for the 504 
Pro: $49,547. Call vermeer, Pella, iowa, at 800-370-3659, or see vermeer.com.

two new self-propelled windrowers
JOHn Deere’s new W110 and W150 self-propelled windrowers offer a wider 

range of horsepower and header options than existing models. the new wind-
rowers can be matched with six new draper heads and three new auger heads. 
the heads are interchangeable, making it possible to switch heads to match dif-
ferent crops and harvest conditions. the new models also provide a better view 
of the cutting platform, and a more consistent windrow performance in all types 
of hay and small-grain crops. base list prices: W110, $104,213; W150, $110,789. 
Contact a John Deere dealer, or see www.johndeere.com.

by FP sTAFF

F ArmErS tell company reps how to 
improve an existing product, the 
reps tell the engineers, and sooner 

or later an improved version rolls off the 
line. That’s how it’s supposed to work, and 
how it does work at several companies that 
make haymaking equipment.

The latest models are out for your in-
spection. Follow up with the contact pro-
vided if you want to know more. 

New haymaking tools prove dependable

WHAT’S new 
from the shows

new round 
balers
JOHn Deere has 12 new 9 Series 

round balers. the new balers, 
which include Class iii and iv models, 
have larger cams and bearings in the 
pickup, and many other enhance-
ments that increase durability and 
productivity while making service and 
maintenance easier. the company 
also added silage-special balers to 
the Class iii and Class iv baler lineup. 
the balers can produce the new 5-by-
6-foot silage bales. Premium balers 
feature new gull-wing doors for ease 
of service and adjustment. base list 
of the 569 Premium model as shown: 
$57,000. Contact a John Deere 
dealer, or see www.johndeere.com.
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Clearing the windrow
WitH the push of a button, farmers can raise the hay rake and clear the wind-

row. H&S Manufacturers has a patent pending on its action rake “KWiK PiK” 
design. the device allows for a greater clearance in the raking position, as well 
as greater stability during transport. the new device is available on the eight-, 10- 
and 12-rake wheel models. Prices range from $6,296 for eight wheels to $7,145 
for 12 wheels. H&S Manufacturing is in Marshfield, Wis. For more information, call 
715-387-3414, or see www.hsmfgco.com.

Raising the rake
One hay-rake set does not fit every field condition. now farmers have the 

option to adjust windrow width to match the baler. in addition, each rake 
wheel has independent suspension, allowing for a more precise adjustment 
to field conditions. Rhino improved its v-Rakes to include adjustable rakes, to 
ensure that rake wheels will no longer drag the ground. the rake comes with 
eight-, 10- and 12-rake wheels. Cost for a 10-wheel with center kicker is $8,554. 
Rhino is based in gibson City, ill. For more information, call 877-408-3297, or 
see www.servis-rhino.com.

Make big raking jobs small
veRMeeR introduces the vR2040 rake, big brother to the vR1428, shown here in action. that’s how new this rake is. 

Six members of a farm family who tried a prototype all said it couldn’t handle their variable landscape when they first 
saw it in the barn lot. the one thing all six now agree on: the rake works! each wheel has extreme up and down flexibility. 
Manufacturer’s suggested retail price: $35,967. Call vermeer, Pella, iowa, at 800-370-3659, or see vermeer.com.

by FP sTAFF

M oST years, every hour counts 
once the mower cuts down the 
hay. The goal is to get it up without 

getting it wet. Several companies are intro-
ducing new models so you can make hay as 
fast as the drying process allows.

If you find a product here that suits your 
needs, be sure to call the company or visit 
the website for more information. 

Make hay while the sun shines

WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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even spread
OnKen Feedlots needed a 

spreader that could handle its 
manure load, so it turned to a Dutch 
manufacturer. now these cattle feed-
ers are distributing bunning Lowlander 
spreaders. the 230 HbD model can 
handle cattle and poultry manure, ag 
lime and dry fertilizer. it holds up to 30 
tons. a hydraulic floor feeds the mate-
rial into the spinners. it can spread 
up to 200 feet. Cost of the 230HbD is 
$118,000. bunning is headquartered 
in Saskatchewan, Canada. Onken 
Feedlots, Carroll, iowa, is distributing 
the product in the U.S. For more infor-
mation call 712-210-3666 or see  
www.dutchopeners.com.

new self-leveling 
loading options
neW H-Series loaders from John 

Deere include return-to-position 
and electronic self-leveling options. 
the return-to-position option allows 
the operator to set two boom and 
two bucket positions. the return-to-
position option is compatible with the 
H340, H360 or H380 non-self-leveling 
or mechanical self-level loaders, when 
coupled with a 6R Series John Deere 
tractor equipped with an electric joy-
stick. base list price: $8,019 for the 
H310 loader. Contact a John Deere 
dealer, or see www.johndeere.com.

More from manure
tHeRe is a way to retain the nutrient value of manure and boost crop perfor-

mance. SFP, a fertilizer additive company, has introduced More than Manure 
nutrient Manager. the product is said to reduce nitrogen loss and phosphorus 
lockup when put on manure. it can be mixed with liquid manure, or applied on 
top of dry manure or litter. it is applied at a rate of 18 ounces per acre and costs 
about $17 an acre. in company trials, corn yields have increased by 9 bushels an 
acre, to as much as 25 bushels. SFP is based in Leawood, Kan. For more infor-
mation call 888-446-gROW (4769), or visit www.morethanmanure.com.

vertical application
One way to eliminate manure spreader jams is to install a reverse floor. bunning Lowlander Widebody Model 350 offers a 

twin-hydraulic floor drive that has the ability to reverse for easy object removal. the 40-ton capacity offers flared exten-
sion. a twin 38-inch-diameter, vertical auger spreads manure in an even pattern. the company offers a three-year parts and 
labor warranty. Cost of the 350 is $134,000. bunning is headquartered in Saskatchewan, Canada. Onken Feedlots, Carroll, 
iowa, is distributing the product in the U.S. For more information call 712-210-3666 or see www.dutchopeners.com.

by FP sTAFF

MANUrE was once the ugly step-
child. Now it’s a sought-after re-
source, because of the rising costs 

of fertilizer. Even farmers without livestock 
sometimes find manure to apply. 

The challenge is applying it correctly. 
Here are tools new to the market designed 
to help you handle manure effectively and 
make the most out of the nutrients it con-
tains. 

Handle manure efficiently and effectively
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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Haul fuel safely
“HigH quality, midrange price” describes the new fuel hauler from Duo Lift 

Manufacturing Co. Models are available in 500-, 750- or 990-gallon capaci-
ties. the octagonal tank is warrantied for five years. Standard features include a 
heavy-duty trailer frame, high-speed hubs and wheels, and bolt-on hose stands. 
the battery system that runs the fuel dispenser is available with an optional 
solar charging panel. a fire-suppression valve is standard with the Department 
of transportation package. base list price for the FH-500 DOt model: $13,000. 
Contact Duo Lift, Columbus, neb., at 800-243-2583, or see www.duolift.com.

Pressure washer to go 
HOtSY’S trail blazer gives you 200 gallons of water dispensed at up to 4,000 

psi. Here’s the best part: it’s portable. no more relying on leaf blowers for 
field-cleaning sessions. the trail blazer comes equipped with one of Hotsy’s four 
pressure washers, which range from 3 gallons per minute at 3,000 psi, up to 5.6 
gpm at 4,000 psi. the trail blazer starts at around $1,000. For more information, 
contact Hotsy, Des Moines, iowa, at 800-798-8800, or see www.hotsy.com.

Fill up in the field 
HitCHDOC has a new series of fuel carts to help keep you in the field longer. 

the HFC 500 comes with a 500-gallon tank and weighs 2,700 pounds 
empty. the company also offers an HFC 750 and HFC 990. each cart comes 
with a 10-gauge, double-seam-welded tank with baffles to prevent sloshing. 
tanks are flanged at the bottom to facilitate complete draining. the HFC 750 
retails for $12,750. Contact HitchDoc, Jackson, Minn., at 800-446-8222, or see 
www.hitchdoc.com.

by FP sTAFF

W HETHEr you need to get fuel to the 
field or perform some other func-
tion without bringing the imple-

ment to the shop, there are new options 
that make it easier to hook on to whatever 
you need in the field with your pickup and 
take it with you. 

These products make it easier to get 
more into your day, because they reduce 
downtime. They’re worth a look — no 
matter what the size of your farm.

Handy tools you pull to the field

WHAT’S new 
from the shows

Serious  
post driver
iF you’ve got lots of posts to drive, 

the Shaver UtD post driver may 
be your solution. the trailer-mounted 
unit is available in two models, de-
pending on how big the posts you 
need to drive are. the UtD post 
driver drives posts up to 12 inches 
past trailer wheels. With the chan-
nel extension option, it drives 12-foot 
fence posts. there is also a steel 
t-post option. Powered by a 13-horse 
Honda, list price as shown is $15,000. 
Call Shaver Manufacturing Co., 
graettinger, iowa, at 712-859-3293, 
or see www.shavermfg.com.
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by FP sTAFF

THE days of pulling what amounted to 
a tin can or plastic barrel behind the 
tractor, with nozzles hung on a flimsy 

boom, are long gone. The stakes for con-
trolling weeds today are simply too high.

The people that make sprayers aren’t 
sitting still. They’re making improvements 
and introducing new models. Here are ones 
that editors found at fall shows.

Look at features on new sprayers
WHAT’S new 
from the shows

a bigger navigator 
HaRDi’S navigator 4000 is the latest offering in its navigator series of pull-type sprayers. the 4000 can be set up with a 

90-foot or 120-foot eagle dual-fold boom. the sprayer comes equipped with a 1,200-gallon liquid tank. additionally, all 
Hardi sprayers are now iSObUS-compatible, for plug-and-play capability across multiple technology platforms. the navigator 
4000 starts at $59,000; the model as pictured retails for $72,000. Contact Hardi, Davenport, iowa, at 563-386-1730, or see 
www.hardi-us.com. 

new way to spray 
PLa is a new entry in the sprayer market for U.S. farmers. the argentine-made sprayer comes in six models. tanks range 

in size from 750 gallons up to 1,320 gallons. PLa sprayers can be accessorized with the Degania wind tunnel. a turbine 
at the center of the boom pressurizes the canvas sleeves to force liquid into the crop. PLa says this allows applicators to 
spray in up to 25-mph winds. the Map ii 4000 model, equipped with a 1,050-gallon tank and a 90-foot boom, retails for about 
$275,000. Contact american Resources Ltd., Lake Mills, iowa, at 641-592-1212, or see PLa’s website at www.pla.com.ar. 

Sprayer for all 
seasons
tHe front-boom sprayer from Miller 

allows farmers to work well into 
the season. the 6-foot clearance will 
minimize crop damage while control-
ling those late season weeds. the 
four-wheel steer option offers a tighter 
turning radius, with both the front and 
rear wheel following the same track. 
Cost of the nitro 5000 Series ranges 
from $250,000 to $400,000. the nitro 
5240 (as shown) lists for $280,000. 
Miller is in St. nazianz, Wis. For more 
information call 800-247-5557, or see 
www.millerstn.com.
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Look at features on new sprayers

beefed-up sprayer
tHe apache aS1020 Plus ii Sprayer Series for 2013 is still a simple-to-

work-on, mechanical drive, self-propelled sprayer, but it now has a heavier-
duty rear-end differential. it can handle up to 250 horsepower delivered by a 
Cummins tier 3 emission standards engine. the paint scheme is even different, 
with the new series sporting black wheels. various lengths of spray booms are 
available. Call equipment technologies, Mooresville, ind., at 888-398-6164, or 
see etsprayers.com.

interim tier 4 technology
neW for 2013 is the apache 1025 sprayer. this sprayer, with a 1,000-gallon 

tank, is similar to previous models, except it’s the first in the lineup to be 
powered by an interim tier 4 engine. all companies will soon be required to meet 
tier 4 emission standards set by the U.S. ePa. the apache 1025 is powered 
by a 173-horsepower, 6.7-liter Cummins engine. there is no urea injection after 
treatment of emissions, no diesel particulate filter, no dual turbochargers and no 
regeneration cycle required. Call equipment technologies, Mooresville, ind., at 
888-398-6164, or see www.etsprayers.com.

Facing front
neW Holland has shifted its sprayer boom to the front. With the new guardian front-facing sprayer cab, farmers can get 

a view of the sprayer action without turning around. the nozzles are located behind the boom, so they are visible from 
the cab. there are four different models to choose from, with up to 350 horsepower. tank sizes also vary up to 1,600 gal-
lons. boom widths are available up to 120 feet. the guardian cab also offers Deluxe or Luxury models. Price ranges from 
$275,000 to $350,000, depending on model. Headquarters for new Holland north america is in new Holland, Pa. For more 
information, call 717-355-1121, or see www.newholland.com/na.

Cab comfort
MiLLeR redesigned its Condor 

sprayer cab to provide for com-
fort and convenience. Suede leather 
seats with active suspension and a 
headrest create a comfortable ride. 
Heating and venting provide comfort 
in all weather conditions. the cab 
also boasts bluetooth XM radio, auto 
climate control, an instructor’s seat, 
and a charcoal cab filtration system to 
improve cabin air quality. Cost of the 
Condor gC75 is $250,000. Miller is 
located in St. nazianz, Wis. For more 
information call 800-247-5557, or see 
www.millerstn.com.
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More convenient 
fold point
bOYD ag LLC now offers a 132-

foot aluminum boom extension 
that folds at 66 feet instead of 70 feet. 
Customers asked for the new option 
since it better matches some planter 
passes. these aluminum booms work 
on John Deere sprayers. boyd ag is 
in the process of designing models  
to fit other sprayers. Call boyd ag 
LLC, georgetown, texas, at 800-637-
7884, or see www.boydag.com or 
www.superspraybooms.com. 

aluminum boom 
extensions
eXPanD the spraying width of the 

John Deere 4900 Series sprayers 
to either 120 or 132 feet with alumi-
num booms from boyd ag LLC. Carry 
the same weight you would carry 
with standard non-aluminum, 100-
foot booms. all hardware used on the 
boom extensions is highly corrosion-
resistant, and larger than that used in 
most competitive booms. Call boyd 
ag LLC, georgetown, texas, at 800-
637-7884, or see www.boydag.com or 
www.superspraybooms.com. 

apache aluminum 
boom option
iF boom widths from 60 to 100 feet 

aren’t big enough for your needs 
and you want an apache sprayer, you 
can now go to 120-foot- to 132-foot-
wide booms. to lessen the weight, 
these options are aluminum booms, 
supplied by Pommier. Discuss which 
models these booms will fit, order 
the booms and learn more from 
your apache dealer. Call equipment 
technologies, Mooresville, ind., at 
888-398-6164, or see etsprayers.com.

no more drip
Seeing is believing. a demonstra-

tion by Hypro showed that when 
a sprayer shuts off, it can take up 
to 10 seconds before the line pres-
sure is low enough that no more 
spray comes out. if you’re crossing a 
waterway, that’s a problem. Hypro in-
troduces a fitting that inserts into the 
line and greatly reduces the pressure 
problem. nozzles quit emitting spray 
almost instantly. Call Pentair Spray 
and injection technologies group, 
new brighton, Minn., at 800-424-
9776, or see www.hypropumps.com. 

auto boom height control
beStWaY’S new autoglide maintains sprayer-boom height automatically. 

Ultrasonic range sensors mounted on the boom monitor the height of the 
boom continually above the ground or crop canopy. the system uses the spray-
er’s existing electric-over-hydraulic controls to adjust boom height on the go. no 
extra hydraulic components are added to the sprayer. base list price: $4,675 for 
two sensors (adequate for a 60-foot boom); $5,675 for three sensors (adequate 
for a 60- to 90-foot sprayer); and $6,900 for four sensors (adequate for a 90- to 
100-foot sprayer). Contact bestway, Hiawatha, Kan., at 785-742-2949, or see 
www.bestway-inc.com.

tall-corn spray package
YOU do less damage to corn when spraying it late in the season when you 

Hagie sprayer is outfitted with the tall-corn protective package. it includes 
crop dividers, wheel and under-frame covers, and front shielding to minimize crop 
damage and protect the sprayer from abrasive corn plants. the tall-corn package 
base list price: $5,000. Contact Hagie Manufacturing, Clarion, iowa, at 800-247-
4885, or see www.hagie.com.

by FP sTAFF

MAYBE your sprayer is ready for an 
upgrade — and you want to keep 
it, not trade it. If you’ve had your 

eye on ways to help it perform better, now 
may be the time to take a closer look at 
those options many others are using.

You also get the benefit of sizing up new 
offerings just coming on the market before 
you overhaul your sprayer. See which of 
these products could help your sprayer 
spray better. 

Different options to aid spraying
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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twin, standard 
and split row 
Kinze’S 3600 planter has planting 

configurations to fit any farm op-
eration. it comes in standard and split 
rows, as well as a 16-twin row with 
30-inch spacing. Optional twin 40-
bushel, bulk-fill seed hoppers allow 
for continues airflow. Seed popula-
tions can change on the go with the 
optional hydraulic variable drive. it is 
iSO compatible, so it communicates 
with almost any tractor monitor. Kinze 
Manufacturing is in Williamsburg, 
iowa. For more information, call 319-
668-1300, or visit www.kinze.com.

Prime planter
Kinze’S 3700 planter is big on 

performance, but handles like a 
smaller planter. the fold-up design 
allows for easy transport. available 
with both planter boxes and bulk-fill, 
the 3700 is set up for 24 or 36 rows. 
there is an optional electronic scale 
package for bulk-fill that will select 
and balance seed levels for each 
variety. Kinze Manufacturing is in 
Williamsburg, iowa. For more infor-
mation, call 319-668-1300, or see 
www.kinze.com.

italian influence
bOaSting that it can plant 8,000 

acres in five days, the italian-built 
Maximetro planter also offers ac-
curacy. a vacuum system pulls and 
then holds the seed into flat seed-
plate holes, no matter its shape or 
size. Field trials show a yield-average 
increase of 3% with Maximetro. 
From Maschio gaspardo, the unit 
offers 12, 14, 16, 24, 36 or 48 rows. 
the unit can also deliver fertilizer in 
both dry and liquid form. Maschio 
gaspardo is based in Padova, italy. 
the company’s north american site 
is in eldridge, iowa. For more infor-
mation, call 888-648-7462, or see 
www.maschionet.com.

Pulling a planter
a smaller pull-type, rigid-frame 

planter comes from italian manu-
facturer Maschio gaspardo. Romina 
offers a two-point pivot hitch and 
hydraulic lifting wheels. Designed 
with smaller fields in mind, the six- or 
eight-row Romina offers attachments 
for conventional, minimum-till and 
no-till planting practices. it can also 
be equipped with a dry fertilizer kit. 
Prices start at $28,000. Maschio 
gaspardo is based in Padova, italy. 
the company’s north american site 
is in eldridge, iowa. For more infor-
mation, call 888-648-7462, or see 
www.maschionet.com.

Folding for transport
a stacking planter for easier transportation was the goal of Kinze’s 3140  

planter. a three-point mounted stack-fold system allows the wings to flex  
8 degrees upward from the hinge. it is available in 12 and 16 rows. the 3140 
has spring-loaded drive tires, adjustable-height wheel modules, and self-
contained seed rate transmissions for better seed population control. Kinze 
Manufacturing is in Williamsburg, iowa. For more information call 319-668-1300, 
or see www.kinze.com.

by FP sTAFF

YoU will be familiar with the names 
of companies introducing some new 
planter models, not so familiar with 

others. The competition for your dollar in 
planting equipment increases, and more 
companies want to see their latest prod-
ucts on midwest farms.

There are truly different features in the 
crop of new planters editors found at the 
farm shows. See how they describe the 
high points of each one. 

Brand-new planters to U.S. hit market
WHAT’S new 
from the shows

Planter for the states
naMeD the seeding innovation of the year in germany, the Maestro from 

Horsch was redesigned for the north american market. the new metering 
system does not have the typical holes, but rather grooves that open to the out-
side. together with a new scraper, the singulation results in working speeds up 
to 9 mph. this planter is capable of planting multiple crops like corn, soybeans, 
sugarbeets and cotton. the list price is $207,000. the Maestro is manufactured at 
the Horsch plant in Harper, Kan. For more information call 855-4HORSCH, or see 
www.horsch.com.
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easy seed talc, graphite application
aDD the t&g applicator to your Unverferth Seed Runner or Seed Pro seed 

tenders to apply talc and graphite to seed as you load planters. the applicator 
will hold 50 pounds of talc and graphite in a weather-tight hopper. Powered by the 
tender’s hydraulics, an auger carries the talc and graphite to the seed conveyor 
inlet. the auger automatically turns on and off with the seed conveyor.  base list 
price: $1,750. Contact Unverferth Manufacturing Company inc., Kalida, Ohio, at 
800-322-6301, or see www.unverferth.com.

Keep opening disks dirt-free
tHe Pro Mag Universal Scraper does something other scrapers don’t do. also 

called radial scrapers, Pro Mags’ universal scrapers mount to the center shaft 
of the opening disk, allowing for much greater adjustment. the scrapers are de-
signed to fit almost all planter models. Since they fit tight against the disk openers, 
they keep sticky dirt off the metal disks. List price is about $100 per row. Contact 
Pro Mags, Wakonda, S.D., at 605-659-3372, or see www.promagsonline.com.

Prescription seed treating 
ag retailers looking for a new seed-treatment system might want to check 

out the latest offering from agrilead. the novo is an automated seed-care 
prescription management system for custom seed treating. novo uses the side-
indexed rate adjustment, or SiRa, method for treating on a per-seed basis. With 
the SiRa method, major crop seeds such as soybeans can now be treated with 
the same amount of active ingredient per seed, regardless of seed size. the novo 
system starts at around $35,000. For more information, contact agrilead, Russell, 
Kan., 877-248-6742, or see www.agrileadinc.com.

by FP sTAFF

T HE fascination with seed-placement 
accuracy on corn and seed treat-
ments on soybeans continues, 

because you report payoffs for both prac-
tices. recognizing how important these 
areas are, companies continue to look for 
ways to help you deliver a better-protected 
seed accurately in the soil.

Here are a few ideas editors found that 
could be worth investigating. Use the con-
tact information provided. 

Aim for accuracy, top seed treatment

WHAT’S new 
from the shows

Downforce  
for planters
YOU can monitor and adjust 

downforce on your planter on  
the go with ag Leader technology’s 
new Hydraulic Down Force System. 
the Down Force actuator is the 
heart of the new Hydraulic Down 
Force System. it responds within 1 
second, compared to an airbag’s 
response of up to 20 seconds. the 
down force system has two control 
channels, which adjust planter sec-
tions separately. base list price: 
approximately $1,000 per row. See 
www.agleader.com.
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Upgrade your 
gPS base 
station
LeiCa introduces geoace as a 

state-of-the-art RtK base sta-
tion for precision farming. enhanced 
features include the ability to receive 
either RtK signals from satellite or 
signals from cellphone networks. You 
can move the station from field to field, 
or mount it in one central location. 
Depending upon conditions, you could 
receive signals within a 16-mile radius 
from the station. List price is $9,000. 
Call Leica geosystems, Heerbrug, 
Switzerland, 877-800-MOJO (6656), 
or see www.agguidance.com.

tiling made easy
iF can you drive, you can tile, with 

ag Leader’s new intellislope tile 
Plow Control System. You survey the 
field with RtK gPS by driving the 
path where you intend to install the 
tile. then, you enter the desired mini-
mum and maximum target depths, 
and minimum grade for the tile into 
the intellislope controller. as you 
operate the tile plow, the auto tile 
program will control the plow auto-
matically. base list price: $9,995. See 
www.agleader.com.

new autosteer 
bridges gap
geOSteeR, a new autosteer-

ing system from ag Leader 
technology, bridges the gap between 
high-cost, full-featured steering 
systems and the low-cost systems 
that often don’t provide full function 
and pinpoint accuracy. geoSteer 
provides RtK accuracy and access 
to several guidance signals. a flex 
feature keeps you on track even if you 
lose the primary gPS signal. if your 
main guidance signal drops off, the 
system changes to a different signal. 
When the main signal is restored, the 
system shifts back. base list price: 
$6,185. See www.agleader.com.

Slide into assisted steering
teeJet technologies offers UniPilot, a new, mechanical steering option that 

gets you into assisted steering for much less than converting to a hydraulic 
system. the assisted steering feature works with the Matrix Pro computer control-
ler from teeJet. guide with wide area augmentation system (WaaS), RtK or cel-
lular gPS signals. Company representatives claim the out-of-the-box installation 
is easy. List price is $4,000 for the steering unit by itself. Call teeJet technologies, 
Wheaton, ill., at 630-665-5292, or see www.teejet.com.

gPS offers shortcuts
MaKing precision farming simple was the goal of Hemisphere gPS Outback 

MaX with ConnX. the company’s 10.4-inch console offers touch-screen ca-
pability, along with four backlit buttons. Farmers can create shortcuts and favorites 
within the system for commonly used tasks, and return to them with a tap on the 
console. Wireless connection delivers real-time data from field to office or service 
provider. it also provides vehicle tracking, advanced weather info and remote 
access to the terminal. Suggested price ranges from $5,995 to $8,995, depending 
on options. add ConnX for $3,945. Call Outback guidance Products, Hiawatha, 
Kan., at 800-247-3808, or see www.outbackguidance.com.

by FP sTAFF

Y oU’VE likely all heard the story 
about the middle-aged farmer so 
convinced he would never use auto-

steer that a few years ago he wouldn’t even 
get off a tour wagon to go check out dis-
plays. Now you couldn’t get it away from 
him without force.

See if there are some tools here that you 
could fall in love with easily.

Precision farming tools worth a look
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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by FP sTAFF

PrECISIoN farming rolls on. If you 
don’t believe it, keep a mental note 
of how many companies are offering 

precision farming software at the next farm 
show you visit. most of the offerings will 
likely be either new or updated.

Here are ones that caught the eye of 
editors at recent shows. These products 
can bring the future home today for many 
farm operations. 

Farm precisely with these new helpers
WHAT’S new 
from the shows

Minimize time 
weighing in 
loads
SCaLetRaC software from vertical 

Software is all about integrat-
ing the weighing process when you 
unload at your grain center on the 
farm. there are three Scaletrac 
levels, each more advanced than the 
previous one, so you can stay basic 
or add as many features as you want. 
You can calculate drying charges and 
discounts, and generate landlord set-
tlement sheets. Call vertical Software 
inc., bartonville, ill., at 309-633-0700, 
or see www.verticalsoftware.net. 

Soil-sampling 
feature
FaRM Works adds another piece 

to its Connected Farm model by 
introducing software to map soils and 
handle soil-test results on an android 
phone. the feature will soon be avail-
able for iPhones as well. the infor-
mation can be sent back to the over-
all Farm Works system software. this 
is a fee-based service. Farm Works 
is a division of trimble. Call Farm 
Works information Management, 
Hamilton, ind., at 800-225-2848, or 
see www.farmworks.com.

Manage  
soil-test data
FaRMLOgiC software makes it 

easier to set up for soil testing and 
manage soil testing data with Soil 
test Pro. Set up 2.5-acre grids easily 
in a field to know where to sample; 
then, enter results from the lab. this 
software has many other capabilities 
that make it a real asset for managing 
soil fertility information. List price is 
$1,450 as a one-time fee, with unlim-
ited downloads.  Contact tapLogic, 
Murray, Ky., at 866-761-8001, or see 
www.farmlogic.com.

Popular farm 
software goes 
mobile
get FarmLogic software for an 

iPhone, android phone, iPad or 
android tablet — and do more with it 
than ever before. Use it to keep field 
records and enterprise records. there 
are various options available so that 
you can move the data back and forth 
easily. tell your FarmLogic dealer you 
want to know about FarmPad Mobile.  
List price for the software is $2,200 as 
a one-time fee, with two downloads. 
Contact tapLogic, Murray, Ky., at 866-
761-8001, or see www.farmlogic.com.

Speedy satellite 
internet 
iF you’ve got a southwestern view 

of the sky, you can get plugged into 
exede’s high-speed satellite internet 
for as little as $49.99 per month. With 
12 Mbps download speeds, this satel-
lite connection is no slouch. new sub-
scribers must sign a 24-month con-
tract. Plans vary by amount of data 
rather than connection speed. For 
$49.99, users receive 7.5 gb, $79.99 
gets you 15 gb, and for $129.99 you 
receive 25 gb of data. each gigabyte 
over the plan’s allotment costs $10. to 
see if exede is available in your area, 
visit www.exede.com and enter your 
ziP code.

Find best market for crops
HeRe’S an option you can add if you have the intelliair cloud wireless grain 

management network. this add-on software feature allows you to ask for 
market prices at various elevators within a 200-mile radius. the software can 
help you determine the most cost-effective market for you to ship your grain. 
it’s one of several options available on the intelliair Cloud system. Call intelliair, 
garden City, Mo., at 888-862-6046, or see intelliair.com.
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turning the soil
are you looking for a piece of equipment that offers uniform tillage? the new Maschio gaspardo UFO from italy offers a 

fixed chassis with two rows of 610 mm disks. there are three different models that range from 98 inches to 159 inches 
wide. Prices start at $58,000. Maschio gaspardo is based in Padova, italy. the company’s north american site is in eldridge, 
iowa. For more information, call 888-648-7462, or see www.maschionet.com.

One-pass tillage
tHe 2400 Series Weatherproofer from Landoll Corp. is a primary tillage tool designed to disk and deep-till in one pass, elimi-

nating the need to disk or chop stalks first. it uniformly mixes residue while slotting through the compaction zone for greatly 
enhanced soil water-storage capacity and root growth. the 400 is engineered for deeper tillage without the need for prohibitive 
horsepower requirements.  it is now available in five frame sizes and five different shank spacings. base list price: $55,300 for 
the seven-shank model shown. Contact Landoll Corp., Marysville, Kan., at 785-562-5381, or see www.landoll.com.

Heat-tested
KveRneLanD is bringing its 130 

years of unique heat treatment 
in producing plows to north america. 
the company, based in norway, uses 
heat to increase the longevity of its 
products. the Pg 115 is good for 
tight turns. the vari-Width adjustment 
can adjust from 35 to 50 centime-
ters, which increases work rate. the 
list price of the Pg 115 is $69,000. 
Kverneland is distributed by aCi 
Distributors of St.Charles, Mo. For 
more information call 636-947-4457, 
or see www.acidist.com.

by FP sTAFF

I F you still need to move dirt around on 
your soil types, there are some com-
panies that are trying to build you a 

better mousetrap. From moldboard plows 
to tools that do a lot of tillage, you can find 
what you looking for if you believe you 
need to churn your soils. 

Here’s a peek at what editors found that 
might fit your farm.

New tools for those who need tillage
WHAT’S new 
from the shows

One-pass fall 
tillage tool
tHe Quadra-till from McFarlane 

Manufacturing Co. is a one-pass 
fall tillage tool that sizes residue, shat-
ters the soil profile across the width 
of the machine, incorporates the 
residue evenly and levels the future 
seedbed. it has two rows of disks up 
front, followed by chisel shanks on 
15-inch spacing, a row of leveler disks 
and a heavy-duty harrow. it’s avail-
able in 7-, 9- and 11-shank models. 
base list price for the 11-shank 
model: $49,227. Contact McFarlane 
Manufacturing Company inc., Sauk 
City, Wis., at 800-627-8569, or see 
www.flexharrow.com.
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Chop stalks faster
HiniKeR has added a 30-foot model to the existing lineup of its aR-2000 Series of high-capacity flail shredders. existing 

models before this prototype, not yet priced, was unveiled were 18, 20 and 25 feet wide. the series features a ¼-inch-
thick, abrasion-resistant steel hood; and Wear-tuff hard-surfaced knives that are direct mounted to eliminate D-rings. Call 
Hiniker Co., Mankato, Minn., at 507-625-6621, or see www.hiniker.com.  

Place stalk bales 
for easy pickup
tHe vermeer 605 Super M 

Cornstalk Special baler for 2013 
includes a patented wind-guard 
design based on an idea from a 
farmer user. it speeds up clean, uni-
form pickup of material. the big hype 
over this model is that it offers the 
optional in-line ramp delivery system 
that turns bales and places them in 
line with rows before offloading. this 
option can’t be retrofitted to existing 
balers. Call vermeer, Pella, iowa, at 
800-370-3659, or see vermeer.com.

Double cornstalk windrows
DOUbLe the size of cornstalk windrows with the Loftness Windrow Draper 20 Side Discharge Shredder. it allows the oper-

ator to place two windrows next to each other in one round tightly, greatly increasing baling efficiency. Stover is delivered 
to the end of the shredder with a 36-inch draper belt. the design of the draper belt system makes it highly resistant to jam-
ming and plugging. base list price: $43,882. Contact Loftness at 800-828-7624, or see www.loftness.com. 

by FP sTAFF

IF you bale stalks for livestock, check 
out these ways to make that operation 
go more smoothly. Companies are also 

already anticipating the day when corn 
stalks may be a feedstock for biofuels.

Learn more by contacting the company 
or checking out its website.

WHAT’S new 
from the shows

Get ready to handle cornstalks
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vary strip-till  
zone width
tHe new Wako big Country 

Wagon Strip-til Machine has two 
twin coulters and a middle turbo 
coulter that can be adjusted to create 
a tilled zone of prepared soil that is 6 
to 12 inches wide, depending on the 
need. this will reduce air pockets, as 
well as the plating and smearing cre-
ated by the improper use of fertilizer 
knives and coulters. base list price: 
$2,800 per row. Contact Wako inc., 
enid, Okla., at 800-299-4300, or see 
www.wakoinc.com.

Customize your 
own strip-till bar
niFFtY ag’s Reaper allows you 

to turn an existing toolbar into 
a custom strip-till bar. the Reaper 
(pictured) features a high-clearance 
frame; rugged design with large 
bearings; and big, free-floating row 
cleaners. an anhydrous ammonia/
liquid tube is fully integrated into the 
front shank. the Reaper list price 
is around $5,400 per row. Want to 
spend a little less? niffty offers a 
toned-down Raptor model for $2,900 
per row. Contact niffty ag’s Steve 
Peterson  at 309-335-6354 or Lyn 
Rosenboom  at 815-252-2622, or 
see www.nifftyag.com.

no more dumping dirt 
StRObeL’S new Fe 1200 forced-ejection scraper actually pushes earth out 

for fast, easy and even unloading. the scraper has a 10-foot cutting width. all 
pivot points have grease points and machined anti-rotational pins. the sidewalls 
are corrugated for strength. the Fe 1200 retails for around $37,000. For more 
information, contact Strobel Manufacturing, Clarks, neb., at 308-548-2254, or see 
www.strobelmfg.com. 

a disk harrow with options 
aMazOne’S Catros isn’t your typical disk harrow. the wedge ring roller reconsolidates the soil for an optimum spring 

seedbed. new this year is an optional cover-crop seeder that fits onto Catros and Catros+ models. the smooth-rim disks 
are ideal for stubble mixing at depths from 1.2 inches to 2 inches. the serrated Catros+ disks are suggested for incorporating 
larger volumes of corn stubble. the Catros+ can achieve working depths of 6 inches. For more information on the Catros and 
Catros+, contact amazone, Ogden, ill., 877-747-2442, or see www.amsincorporated.net.

by FP sTAFF

MAYBE you’re considering switching 
to strip till, or maybe you’ve got 
dirt to move and conservation 

structures to build. Whatever your needs, 
companies are trying to anticipate them, 
and supply new products that catch your 
eye. 

See how this offering lines up with 
what you’re doing, or want to do, in your 
operation.

New products for soil-saving farmers
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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Check out this 
rotary cutter
LanD Pride introduces the 

RCF3096 for someone who needs 
a midsize rotary cutter. this model 
features a dual spindle, with two 
drives and four blades. Cutting width 
is 8 feet. it’s designed so that you 
can pull it with a 60-horsepower trac-
tor. Pull-type models are available if 
they better fit your needs. Land Pride 
mowers come standard with gearbox 
warranties. Call Land Pride, Salina, 
Ks., a division of great Plains, at 
www.landpride.com.

Clear deck debris
Want to blow off your mower 

deck? Well, bring on the 
Cyclone. Schulte created the Cyclone 
deck-debris fan kit to clear clutter 
from mower decks. the three-fan 
system keeps the area around your 
cutter’s slip clutches clean. Company 
representatives say this device re-
duces the fire hazard that comes 
from dry material being around a 
slipping friction clutch. the constant 
airflow from the fans will also keep 
gearboxes cool during operation. List 
price for the FX742 Cutter with fan 
is $6,200. Schulte is headquarted in 
Saskatchewan, Canada. For more 
information call 800-404-6044, or see 
www.schulte.ca.

Complete cutter
DeeMeD the “row-crop special,” Rhino’s Flex-Wing rotary cutters come outfit-

ted for shredding even the toughest cornstalks. Foam-filled used airplane 
tires set on 30-inch spacing create a smooth ride, both in the field and on the 
road. For longer travel you can get air-filled, used airplane tires. the shredding kit 
comes with a baffle to eliminate windrowing stalks. Sold as an option on all series 
of cutters, the cost varies. However, the option complete with the FR240 20-foot 
flex wing is estimated at $31,510. Call Rhino, gibson City, ill., at 877-408-3297, or 
see www.servis-rhino.com.

Ready for tough mowing jobs
iF you’ve got lots of mowing to do each year, look over the Land Pride 4015 folding mower. this 15-foot model folds to 8 feet 

for highway travel. it has a heavy-duty gearbox more like those found on bigger mowers. Foam-filled tires increase depend-
ability. a thorn or other sharp object won’t puncture the tire and cause a flat, resulting in downtime. List price as shown is 
$18,200.  See the website of Land Pride, Salina, Kan., a division of great Plains, at www.landpride.com. 

by FP sTAFF

DEPENDABILITY and ease of service 
are hallmarks of these new offer-
ings on the rotary mower market. 

Companies continue to strive to turn out a 
mower that will do what you need it to do, 
do it safely, and do it time after time, year 
after year. 

Check out these latest offerings before 
you shop for a new mower.

Cut grass lots and weeds down to size
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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Prepping the soil
LOOKing for equipment to help with conservation tillage practices led farmers from St. Charles, Mo., to invest in 

Kverneland products. bruce Savage, a farmer and the sales manager for aCi Distributors, found the Quaulidisc compact 
disk harrow takes care of cutting the soil and mixing in straw or crop stubble. it comes with a choice of rollers, including: cage, 
coil, double cage, flexline for light to medium soil, actiring with adjustable knives, and actipack roller for heavier clod-crushing. 
List price ranges from $27,000 for the 9-foot model to $69,000 for the 24-foot model. aCi Distributors of St. Charles, Mo., dis-
tributes norway-based Kverneland products. For more information call 636-947-4457, or see www.acidist.com.

Redesigned 
frame 
SUnFLOWeR’S 5056 series of 

field cultivators have a rede-
signed frame for 2012. the truss 
style frame provides additional 
strength, a necessity with today’s 
high-horsepower tractors. the 5056 
models come standard with walking 
tandems and large-diameter “Slip-in” 
spindles. the five-section cultivator 
folds up for easy transport. there are 
five widths in the 5056 series: 45 feet, 
49 feet, 55 feet, 59 feet and 63 feet. 
the 45-foot model retails for $76,260. 
visit www.sunflowermfg.com for more 
information. Sunflower is an agco 
company.

Clod-crusher
bReaKing up those heavy soils 

can be difficult, but the Pantera 
is made for the task. Designed with 
large farms in mind, it comes in four 
different models, which range from 
140 hp to 240 hp. the machine can 
be ordered with a two-speed gear 
lever that allows for different rotation 
speeds based on ground type. the 
model’s folding design allows for easy 
transport to fields. List price varies de-
pending on model. aCi Distributors of 
St. Charles, Mo., distributes the prod-
uct. For more information call 636-
947-4457, or visit www.acidist.com.

by FP sTAFF

NoT everything that’s new is aimed 
at no-till farmers. Here are products 
from companies that say there is still 

demand for iron, especially when ti comes 
to preparing seedbeds.

Take a look at these products and see 
which ones might look best sitting in your 
barn lot.

New products offer help for spring tillage
WHAT’S new 
from the shows

Cutting through crop residue
tHe Kverneland CtC trailered cultivator uses a front disk system to cut or incorporate crop residues in front of the  

cultivator tines. the front mixing disk has notched hollow disks ideal for high amounts of crop residue. the system cuts 
through any straw or stubble, allowing it to be mixed into the soil with the rear tines. a central depth adjustment allows the 
disk to follow the lay of the land. Price ranges from the 13-foot model lists at $50,000, to the 19-foot model at $80,000. aCi 
Distributors of St. Charles, Mo., distributes norway-based Kverneland products. For more information call 636-947-4457, or 
see www.acidist.com.
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Souped-up 
gauge wheels
be the first in your neighborhood 

to tell everybody you have “mag” 
wheels on your planter. actually, Pro 
Mags offers these gauge wheels with 
openings between the spokes of the 
wheel for a reason — not just for show. 
the goal is to help keep dirt from 
building up on gauge wheels when 
soils are sticky, especially in no-till. List 
price is about $300 per row, depend-
ing upon planter model. Contact Pro 
Mags, Wakonda, S.D., at 605-659-
3372, or see www.promagsonline.com.

Short-line 
planter  
gauge-wheels
R K Products inc. has marketed 

gauge wheels that pivot differ-
ently than standard, factory pivot 
wheels for a long time. the company 
also makes seed-tube guards to 
help ensure proper placement of 
seed in the furrow. new for 2013 is a 
gauge-wheel kit that works on White 
planters. because of how the White 
frame is made, it required a different 
mounting bracket for the R K gauge 
wheels. Call RK Products inc., east 
Moline, ill., at 800-580-6818, or see 
www.rkproducts.com.

electric planter drive
LiKe the row shutoff feature but don’t have hydraulic drive and row clutches? 

Want to vary population in certain rows? Do it with this innovative wireless 
electric planter drive. it’s available for nearly all makes and models. Cost varies by 
size of planter, but company representatives say converting from ground drive to 
electric drive is cheaper than converting to hydraulic drive with row clutches. Call 
graham electronics at 303-885-7428, or see www.grahamelectricplanter.com.  

Control residue wheels from cab
YetteR goes one step further in the evolution of controlling residue wheels by introducing the 2940 air adjust Residue 

Manager. it makes for quicker adjustments, which should make for more accurate planting in variable conditions. Parallel 
linkage allows the Residue Manger to follow the contour of the ground, while a unique air bag design controls pressure. List 
price is $900 per row. Call Yetter, Colchester, ill., at 800-447-5777, or see www.yetterco.com.

by FP sTAFF

THE guys of the two-row Black Hawk 
or even four-row John Deere 494-A 
planter are long gone. They served 

their purpose in their days, but new times 
and a quest for more yield demands more 
accuracy. 

Here are products which could help you 
achieve that goal.

New ways to improve planting efficiency
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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Swing-away conveyors grow
KSi Conveyors has added two models — an 85-foot and a 115-foot — to its line of swing-away belt conveyors. Previously, 

the longest offering was a 72-foot-long conveyor. the new models come with a 21-inch wide cleated belt that’s capable  
of delivering grain at up to 12,000 bushels per hour. the new models also feature a drive-over auger for easy unloading. the 
85-foot model pictured retails for $9,638. Contact KSi, Cissna Park, ill., at 888-574-2668, or www.ksiconveyors.com.

by FP sTAFF

NoT every product that could fit your 
farm has to be a new concept. Take 
a look at this make and model of an 

idea that’s been around the industry a 
while, but that companies are still trying 
to improve upon.

For more information, follow up with 
the company using the information pro-
vided.

Get your work done faster at grain center
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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Lifting the load
CORnPRO expanded its tilt-hydraulic line to include a gooseneck, 20-foot trailer with a 10-foot hydraulic dovetail. When 

lowered, the dovetail allows vehicles to be loaded easily without tilting the entire trailer. then, only the dovetail is hydrauli-
cally lifted into place. there are electric brakes on both axles the trailer is available in red or black. List price is $12,000. For 
more information and to find a dealer, visit www.cornpro.com.

by FP sTAFF

IF you operate a farm, you’re likely to 
have a flatbed trailer already, or know 
you need one. If you’re in the market to 

buy your first one or upgrade from what 
you have, give this product a look.

This trailer makes hauling easy
WHAT’S new 
from the shows
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